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FRom the 
editors
want about millennials. Among the various arguments, opinions 
and research in our disfavor, we’ve been dubbed apathetic, unmotivated, 
disorganized and unemployed, but this issue of Echo tells otherwise. 
Apathetic? Pleeease. Our writers, editors, photographers and designers 
worked all semester to bring out the colorful characters and important issues 
that animate our stories, from online dating and Google diagnoses to pinup 
girls and legalized pot. All it took was a commitment to addressing issues and 
questioning just how the new perception of millennials came about. 
Unmotivated? Yeah, right. What you hold in your hands is the product 
of powering through countless hours of writing, reporting, editing, 
photographing, illustrating and designing. 
Though some nights were more frustrating than others (and yes, at times we may 
have been disorganized), our team was committed to creating a professionally 
polished publication. And we hope you agree we achieved that. 
Unemployed? Okay, maybe a little. But the perk of working on Echo is that 
we learned the power of collaboration, something essential in this digital age, 
and we now have a solid product to list on a resume and to enlighten our 
like-minded readers. Our pockets may be empty (and face it, yours probably 
are, too), but the beauty of this, dear reader, is that Echo’s free! Enjoy.
SAY WHAT YOU
CHRISTOPHER SvYMbERSkY
ALExANDRA kUkULkA
 cityfear Be thankful if you lack these phobiasBy alexaNdRa kukulka | illustRatioN By eRik RodRiGuez
the fear of being close to an object of great height,  
such as a skyscraper, would make living in Chicago a challenge. Here are  
15 phobias that would be tough to tame while living in the Windy City.
Having batOPHObia,
01 AgyrophobiA
Fear of streets or of 
crossing the street
02 AncrAophobiA
Fear of wind
03 bAtophobiA
Fear of heights or tall 
buildings
04 bromidrosiphobiA
Fear of body smells
05 cryophobiA
Fear of extreme cold, ice 
or frost
06 cyclophobiA
Fear of bicycles
07 clAustrophobiA
Fear of confined spaces
08 demophobiA
Fear of crowds
09 hobophobiA
Fear of bums or beggars
10 ligyrophobiA
Fear of loud noises
11 thAlAssophobiA
Fear of bodies of water
12 mAcrophobiA
Fear of long waits
13 politicophobiA
Fear of politicians
14 siderodromo-
phobiA
Fear of trains, railroads or 
train travel
15 urophobiA
Fear of urine or urination
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 this yeaR 
 in sequels
Impossible part twos for popular movies
By lizzy Buczak, hiBa aBdillahi, audRey latimeR & lauReN comitoR
year of absurd sequels from Dumb 
and Dumber To to Paranormal Activity 5. But 
what about movies that can’t possibly have 
a second act? Here are our top choices of 
improbable sequels.
elf 2
Ten years later, Buddy (Will Ferrell), his wife 
Jovie (Zooey Deschanel) and their two kids, 
Susan (Bailee Madison) and Leon (Griffin 
Gluck), move to Los Angeles, where Buddy 
is the most popular Christmas-movie actor. 
On Christmas Day, a lack of sleigh bells, 
reindeer and gifts sends Buddy and Leon 
back to the North Pole, where they find that 
Santa (Edward Asner) is ill and Papa Elf (Bob 
Newhart) is unable to keep the toymaking 
business afloat. Buddy steps back into his 
yellow tights to restore order on the North 
Pole, save Christmas and groom Leon as  
next in line for the sleigh.
the truman shoW 2
After realizing his popularity in the real 
world, Truman (Jim Carrey) vows to exact 
revenge on the industry he helped spawn 
and accepts an entry-level job at a production 
company. After he works his way up the 
Hollywood food chain, Truman begins filling 
televisions across America with shows called 
Jersey Shore, Real Housewives and Keeping Up 
With The Kardashians. When Kanye West and 
Kim Kardashian name him North West’s 
godfather, Truman must decide whether his 
mission is complete or if he wants to continue 
his tyrannical television takeover. 
e.t. 2: oPeration reese’s Pieces
E.T. has stumbled his way back to Earth with 
only one goal in mind: finding Reese’s Pieces. 
Disguised as a ghost, E.T. plans to rob the 
local liquor store for all the Reese’s Pieces they 
have in stock. He brings reinforcements: Elliott 
(Henry Thomas), Gertie (Drew Barrymore) 
and local liquor store robber Pookie (Kevin 
Hart). To his surprise, the store is already being 
robbed, and the simple heist turns into a long 
night of run-ins with Somali pirates and speed 
chases with the crew of The Fast and the Furious.
2014 is a titanic 2: the search for rose
True love proves stronger than hypothermia as  
Jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio) resurfaces  
from the icy waters, just missing the rescue 
lifeboats. He swims in the direction he thinks Rose 
(Kate Winslet) may have gone and finds himself 
in the turquoise waters of the Caribbean, where 
Carnival and Royal Caribbean cruise ships dot the 
horizon. Convinced Rose must be aboard one of 
these ships, Dawson hops from pool party to conga 
line in search of his leading lady.
 RockiN’ramen Echo challenges a Chicago chef to  soup up the common noodle
By chRistopheR svymBeRsky
of ramen can bore your taste buds. 
Vending machine staples won’t help. But can two 
negatives become a positive? Echo asked Chef 
Jacob Brooks of Mana Food Bar to update the 
college classic, with a $5 budget for ramen, vending 
machine ingredients and a few pantry staples.
vending machine selections
beef jerky 
Orange juice 
Pre-made turkey & swiss sandwich 
sunflower seeds 
apple
a regular diet
hot beef Jerky broth &  
turkey ramen
1 package ramen 
1 stick beef jerky 
2 tbsp. oil 
salt to taste 
turkey & swiss sandwich
 
 
 
 
Chop jerky. Steep in 3 cups of hot 
water for 30 minutes to create a broth. 
Remove jerky. ● Place 2 tablespoons oil 
in a hot skillet. Add jerky and fry until 
crispy. Chop, set aside and salt lightly. 
● Disassemble sandwich. Discard bread 
and cheese; set turkey and lettuce aside. 
● Cook ramen according to package 
directions. Discard water. Add noodles 
to jerky broth. ● Top with turkey, lettuce 
and jerky bits.
chilled oJ & turkey ramen
1 package ramen 
2 tbsp. olive oil 
½ tsp. salt 
¼ cup orange juice 
¼ cup oil 
½ tsp. salt 
1 pinch sugar 
½ apple, chopped 
1 tbsp. sunflower seeds 
turkey & swiss sandwich
Cook ramen according to package directions. 
Rinse in cold water; chill in refrigerator for 
10 minutes. ● Place oil in a hot skillet. Toast 
sunflower seeds for 2 minutes. ● Remove 
bread from turkey and swiss sandwich. Cut 
into small squares. Toss with 1 tablespoon 
olive oil, salt and toast lightly. ● In a small 
bowl, mix together juice, ¼ cup oil, salt and 
sugar. ● Toss together ramen, seeds, apple 
and croutons. Top with OJ vinaigrette. 
Garnish with turkey, tomato and lettuce.
alfredo ramen
1 package ramen 
1 tbsp. flour 
1 tbsp. butter 
½ tsp. salt 
½ cup whole milk 
4 to 6 basil leaves 
turkey & swiss sandwich
 
 
 
Cook ramen according to package 
directions. Drain noodles. Disassemble 
sandwich. Discard everything but the 
cheese and turkey. Chop turkey into 
small pieces. ● In a small sauce pan, 
whisk together butter, flour and salt for 
30 seconds, then add milk and bring to a 
simmer. Add cheese. When melted, add 
ramen and stir. Serve on a plate, garnished 
with chopped turkey and basil leaves.
echomagonline.com
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 FoRtuNeteller The key to Valentine’s Day blissBy lauReN comitoR aNd maRkey koGa
—will always surprise you. Our view of love changes with age, 
but we still have expectations. So break out the safety scissors and take yourself back to elementary 
school with this grown-up version of a Valentine’s Day fortune teller.
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Cut on solid lines. Fold on perforations. For directions, consult a third grader. 
 FoRGed By fire What happened to Printer’s Row?By maRkey koGa | illustRatioN By aly dodds
cascaded and draped across the 
wooden walls of Chicago in 1871. On the eighth 
day of October, it burned the businesses, homes, 
hotels, churches, theaters and printing plants of 
the city, penetrating and claiming land and life 
until everything had fallen to ash. Pools of molten 
embers lay like mercury for days after the fire had 
stopped. Once the land turned cool and the bodies 
were mostly found on the ashen plane, fingers 
began to twinge; hands picked up tools along the 
barren gravesite and reconstructed what had been 
lost. Resilience built a city out of ash.
From brittle ground and dust, life began to sprout 
and bloom, composing skeletons of steel and iron 
and stone that would stand with brick marrow and 
sleek, glass flesh for years to come, flourishing into 
what would later be considered one of the greatest 
and most tenacious metropolitan cities in America. 
A city forged by fire.
Bullets of copper and lead ricocheted through 
alleys and down the Custom House Levee District. 
Echoes of clack-clack, prattle-prattle-prattle; 
a whore’s shriek—moans etched deep into the 
stone and scraped the steel facades of the buildings 
that sat in squalor between the corners of Clark and 
Polk, Congress and State.
For 18 years, the red lights glowed in the destitute 
district. The grime from gambling, the slime from 
gangsters, and the legs and lipstick of hookers— 
all stained the gravel and dried in clusters on the 
silt sidewalks. The wildlings of this two-block 
stretch left little behind, but the shadows of lost 
magnificence that now stood like skeletons of steel 
and brick.
Once the streets became still in silence, they came 
again with tools in calloused hands. They built and 
built, with steel and brick until there were clock 
towers and railroads, and buildings that brimmed to 
the windows with machines used to print. Franklin 
(1914), Donnelley (1897) and Donohue (1883) paved 
the city with paper for 90 years until the Dearborn 
Street Station with the towering clock emptied 
its marble halls of passengers and foreign goods, 
forgetting the gangsters and hookers and blood-
a Hissing blaze
1850 Growth of the railroad paves the 
south loop with countless possibilities
1871 Great chicago Fire
1883 donohue Building (711 s. dearborn 
st.) is built as a printing factory; 
recognized for publishing classic 
children’s literature
1885 dearborn station (47 W. polk st.), 
built by cyrus eidlitz, opens—the first 
intercity station serving chicago
1886 mergenthaler Building (531 s. 
plymouth ct.) is completed
1891 pontiac Building (542 s. dearborn 
st.) is designed and completed the same 
year for a lighting industry’s office space
1892 manhattan Building (431 s. 
dearborn st.) is completed for small 
businesses
1894 old colony Building (407 s. 
dearborn st.), at 17 stories, becomes the 
tallest building in chicago
1896 Fisher Building  (343 s. dearborn 
st.), an 18-story Gothic cathedral-
inspired office building, is completed
A TIMELINE OF
 chicago
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stained floors—making way for modified machines 
and industrial change. What once stood as one of the 
largest and most prosperous printing centers in the 
Midwest began to fade in hue and strength.
The damp and deserted historic buildings of 
Printer’s Row stood together like soldiers: uniform, 
precise, calm, lifeless and cold. A desolate decade 
passed before the buildings again felt the calloused 
touch of man. They came to brave the silence 
of dilapidation. They refurbished and renewed 
the ruins of Printer’s Row until the aged and 
tormented, faded and crippled faces and bodies of 
the buildings began to shine again with a resilience 
and splendor long lost.
FRom BRittle GRouNd aNd dust, 
liFe BeGaN to spRout aNd Bloom
1896 morton Building (538 s. dearborn 
st.); morton salt office buildings 
magnate lucius Fisher
1897 lakeside press Building (731 s. 
plymouth ct.) built as a printing house, 
showroom and office
1901 25 railway lines and 122 trains 
provide transportation to nearly 17,000 
passengers in and out of chicago daily
1909 the nine-story moser building (621 
s. plymouth ct.) is completed
1916 the Franklin Building (720 s. 
dearborn st.), designed by George 
Nimmons, is completed and houses 
Franklin printing
1976 printing house Row historic 
district is placed on the National Register 
of historic places
1979 donohue Building transformed 
into residential loft spaces and small 
businesses
1985 dearborn station ceases to offer 
passenger transportation services
1996 printing house Row historic 
district is listed as a chicago landmark
 Beresolutionary Keep your promises By moNica caRRoW
shows the top five New Years resolutions are to quit smoking, 
start exercising or lose weight, drink less, be nicer to family and friends,  
and better budget money. 
Echo sat down with an astrologer, a dietician and a life coach for advice on 
creating foolproof approaches that will knock last year’s failure out of the park.
 
life coach and cognitive behavioral theraPist ioanna chaney
“It’s not just wishing and wanting that’ll make it happen,” says Chaney.
Advice: Break your resolution down. Make a day-to-day plan consisting of 
manageable steps you can realistically accomplish. 
Why: Making a change is hard, and there’s no need to make unrealistic goals 
for yourself. This is something Chaney works on with her clients. She helps 
them break down their big goals into measurable feats that they can easily be 
held accountable for. 
 
dietician renee clerkin 
“Right after the holidays is one of the worst times to make a change,” says Clerkin.
Advice: Wait to make a resolution until holiday stress has settled.
Why: According to Clerkin, making a change in your life from a place of 
stress is not conducive to success. The holiday stressors over family, food and 
money are all still lingering, which doesn’t make a good launching pad for a 
positive, healthy change. 
 
astrologer marlene tomasello 
“January first is a horrible time for most people to make an initiation  
[of change], depending on their chart,” says Tomasello.
Advice: Start a resolution on your birthday and up to  
six weeks afterward.
Why: Your birthday is an anniversary that signifies a fresh beginning,  
making a perfect cosmic concoction for starting something new.
a 2012 study
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 pampeRedPooch An inside look at an overindulged dogBy lauReN comitoR
student do with the accessories budget of a Pomeranian named Coco Bean?  
Her owner, Chelsea Scott, a singer and former Columbia College student, spends about  
$200 per month on Coco Bean, a sum most students would love to have at their disposal.  
Tag along as Echo peeks into Coco Bean’s world.
WHat migHt a
For coco beAn: 
rHinestOne cOllar: $60 
student expense:  
backPack: $60 
Scott often shops at Tails 
in the City (1 E. Delaware 
Pl.), which carries a number 
of flashy accessories like 
rhinestone necklaces and 
collar charms. 
For coco beAn:  
dOg carrier: $190 
For you: 1 Week Of 
rent (at $800/mOntH) 
When she travels, Scott 
buys Coco Bean a child’s 
plane ticket, puts him in 
his carrier and takes him 
on trips across the country.
 
For coco beAn: 
Winter sWeater: $39  
For you:  
1 mOntH Of cell 
PHOne service: $40 
In the winter, Scott 
bundles up Coco Bean in 
knit sweaters, along with  
a bubble coat and booties.
 
For coco beAn: fresHly 
baked dOg treat: $2.50 
For you: bagel and 
cream cHeese: $2.50 
In addition to treats, Scott 
cooks Coco Bean custom 
dinners. His favorites include 
pork chops, roast beef and 
chicken, along with store-
bought dog food.
For coco beAn:  
PlusH squeak tOy: $12 
For you:  
12-Pack Of beer: $12 
Scott buys Coco Bean a new 
toy at least twice a month. 
She recently gave away 
two garbage bags full of his 
excess toys.
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hiddeNgems An eclectic Chicago abecedaryBy maRkey koGa & elizaBeth Noles | letteRiNG By aly dodds
hooch
Untitled Chicago has the largest 
library of whiskey in the world, 
serving 300 whiskeys from 
around the globe and featuring 
booze-themed rooms.
111 W. Kinzie St.
kinesthesia
At Heritage Bicycles, they say “People 
demand bikes and coffee.” Sip a 
latte with your 
cycling comrades 
as mechanics 
customize or 
repair your bike.
2959 N. Lincoln Ave.
acrobatics 
Just before the city rises, sneak up the 
path behind the Shedd Aquarium 
to watch the dolphins leap into the 
air, catching the new day’s sun. 
1200 S. Lake Shore Drive
book smart art 
The Smart Museum of Art displays an eclectic 
collection of art extending back 5,000 years, 
fostering conversations between scholars and 
visitors beyond the canvas.
5550 S. Greenwood Ave.
divine
The Baha’i House of Worship stands 
for the spiritual unity 
of all humanity. The 
oldest of seven houses 
worldwide, this grand, 
lace-like edifice is made 
of concrete and quartz. 
100 Linden Ave., Wilmette
f-stoP
Capture the world through 
a different lens. Chicago 
Photography Center offers 
an array of workshops and 
galleries, including one of the 
city’s last public darkrooms. 
3301 N. Lincoln Ave.
elevated education 
Elevate your perspective with the “L” Train 
Tour, which allows the architecturally curious 
to explore the history of and around Chicago’s 
famous “L” system. 
224 S. Michigan Ave. 
ghosts, gangsters, ghouls
Derailing trains! Youths! City farts! Hobos! 
Weird Chicago Tours explores the city’s 
gruesome history. Double up on your 
chones* and have a supernatural time! 
Depart from 63 W. Ontario St.
ice ice baby
 Black Dog Gelato whips up the 
most dignified dessert that’s 
ever dribbled down my chin: the 
Whiskey Bacon Gelato Bar. Also try 
the Sesame Fig Chocolate Chip and 
Goat Cheese Cashew Caramel gelati.
1955 W Belmont and 859 N. Damen Ave.
JuXtaPose
Delicious-vegetarian-Mexican-
nutritious food. Quesadilla la 
Reina del Sur gives you soy-based 
authenticity and quality without  
the food baby.
2235 N. Western Ave.
local 
Green City Market promotes 
sustainably grown food and small 
family farms. The market is open 
Saturdays until April, then Wednesdays 
and Saturdays through October, while 
locations change with the season. 
2430 N. Cannon Dr.
cutthroat critters 
Friday nights at Big Joe’s dive bar 
intoxicate the usual laid-back aura with 
cutthroat turtle races. 
1818 W. Foster Ave.
echomagonline.com
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JuXtaPose
Delicious-vegetarian-Mexican-
nutritious food. Quesadilla la 
Reina del Sur gives you soy-based 
authenticity and quality without  
the food baby.
2235 N. Western Ave.
mouthWatering 
The bubble glass at Roeser’s Bakery is filled 
with tasty treats: cookies to cheesecakes, 
cannoli to tortes, recipes that stretch back to 
when it opened more than 100 years ago. 
3216 W. North Ave.
regal
Experience the splendor of the original 
Alhambra Palace in Spain with middle-eastern 
food, hookah bars, belly dancing and drinks. 
1240 W. Randolph St.
nomadic nutrition 
X-marx Chicago is an exclusive and 
transient dining experience that 
creates adventurous, pop-up dining 
experiences in restaurants 
around the city. Reservations 
by email invitation only. 
xmarxchicago.comoktoberfest
The seasonal celebration 
never ends in German 
Town, where you can 
enjoy authentic  
German ambiance, beer, brats  
and cobblestone sidewalks year round.  
Lincoln Square neighborhood
Pretentious Punks
Leave your manners, khakis, and stupid questions at home. 
Local Option offers a hipster atmosphere and 30 unique 
brews on tap that are worth the hangover.
1102 W. Webster Ave.
stacks
Get cozy on 
the third floor of 
Myopic Books where you can 
relax, unwind and dive into your book. 
1564 N. Milwaukee Ave.
tranquility 
There’s a quiet, unmarked 
dock on the river behind 
Printer’s Row. Gather your 
thoughts and listen to the 
rhythm of serenity as it 
ripples beneath your toes. 
At the end of the gravel path  
from Polk and Wells Streets. 
underground 
The Block 37 Pedway is a 
subterranean maze of walkways 
connecting 40 blocks of train stations, 
stores, skyscrapers and offices.
Access at 108 N. State St.
valuation
Rather than wasting $20 on a view from the Willis 
Tower, the 95th floor in the Hancock Building 
has a view worth the value. Put your money towards a 
swanky night with cocktails and supper.
875 N. Michigan Ave.
Whatchamacallits
For all bizarre, bamboozling needs: 
Woolly Mammoth Antiques, 
Oddities & Resale is the best place 
to buy stuffed wallabies, beaver 
teeth and Americana.
1513 W. Foster Ave.
XenoPhobia
The Hull House Museum challenges guests to 
question labels. Located in Chicago’s first settlement 
house, founded by Jane Addams, who welcomed 
immigrants from around the world.
800 S. Halsted St.
yelloW brick road
Statues of lions and tigers and bears—oh, my!  
There’s no place like Oz Park. Frolic through the 
family-friendly grounds to find Dorothy’s Playlot and 
the Emerald Garden. Just follow the yellow brick road! 
2021 N. Burling St.
Zen
Poised atop an inland island, 
reachable only by footbridges, Osaka 
Garden is a sanctuary of silence with 
culturally inspired gardens and pools.
6401 S. Stony Island Ave.
quim-sical
Quimby’s is a quirky and quaint 
independently owned bookstore 
that specializes in zines, small press 
and other whimsical publications. 
1854 W. North Ave.
* chones: “underwear. derives 
from the spanish word calzones or 
calzoncillos.” – urban dictionary
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How accessible is Chicago?
By Natasha hemley | photos By mark wright
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god dammit, it’s cold,” I thought as I tried to hail a taxi in downtown Chicago. On 
days like this, I’d give anything to say, “Screw 
you taxis, I’m walking to work.” But instead, I 
patiently sit in my wheelchair, arm flailing in the 
air, as one empty taxi after another passes by me.
Thirty minutes later, a Yellow Cab screeches to 
a halt in front of me. I think about the nearly 7,000 
cabs that serve Chicago and how only 180 or so are 
actually equipped with ramps, accessible seating and 
a space next to the passenger seat for a wheelchair.
This cab is not accessible, so I take my chair 
apart, piece by piece, and hand each part to the 
driver to put in the trunk. “Why don’t you just 
take a van? It would be faster,” the driver asks. 
“Faster for whom?” I think. Sure, I could have 
called for a wheelchair accessible vehicle (WAV), 
but it’s quicker to hail a cab on the street. “Take 
me to the City Hall, please,” I say.
There are more than 2.7 million people living 
in Chicago, a city with a large variety of public 
and other transportation options. But when you 
are one of the 600,000 people with disabilities, 
getting around is a challenge.
Imagine standing in the middle of the street 
with your eyes closed—people, cars are all 
passing you by. You feel them tugging, pulling, 
pushing against you, but you remain still with 
your eyes closed as the world knocks you around. 
That’s what it’s like for a wheelchair user trying to 
overcome the transportation hurdles of this city. 
The cabbie pulls into the street. Earlier in the 
week, I had called Jennifer Lipford, director of 
public information for the Department of  
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection.  
“The city is committed to increasing the number 
of wheelchair-accessible taxicabs and improving 
the level of service to the disabled community,” 
she told me. “The incentives provided in the new 
ordinance have, in just one year, nearly doubled 
the number of WAVs that serve Chicago.”
The November 2012 ordinance allotted $1.7 
million toward giving taxi companies an incentive 
to offer more accessible cars. In addition, the city 
put in place a new dispatch system and offered 
incentives, such as gas cards, for taxi drivers who 
provide good service for people with disabilities. 
The program also reimburses up to $15,000 to any 
cab company that converts a vehicle into a WAV 
and $20,000 if they buy one new.
“There needs to be a mix of a mandate and 
incentive,” says Marca Bristo, president and 
CEO of Access Living,a disability advocacy 
organization. “The incentives are a good idea; 
they [have] helped drivers to take up the 
disability community as part of their customer 
base, and they have had some positive effects.”
The cab drops me off at City Hall. Slushy 
snow covers the curb cut—one of more than 
39,000 installed on city corners between 2007 and 
2012. Curb cuts make crossing the street easier in 
a wheelchair, but not when they’re covered with 
“
snow. I decide to take my chances and wheel in 
the street, where the passage is clear. Today, I am 
just exploring the accessibility of the area around 
City Hall, where Commissioner Karen Tamley 
of the Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities 
works. Tamley was born with sacral agenesis, a 
spinal cord condition, and relies on a wheelchair 
to get around.
“When I first came here, the curb ramps 
[were] not as good as they are now,” Tamley tells 
me when I reach her by phone. Tamley travels 
mainly by “L.” Buses, she says, are harder to use, 
in spite of the “kneeling” technology that makes 
them easier to board. “When the buses are really 
crowded, it can be extremely hard to get on,” she 
says. Taxis, she says, are only now becoming more 
accessible. “I think we still have more to do with 
the taxi issues,” she admits.
I continue my multi-modal exploration with 
a ride on Pace, the paratransit shared ride service 
of 454 buses. I have to call ahead and wait for it 
to arrive. The price is right—just $3—but the ride 
is shared, and I have to wait as other passengers 
are picked up and dropped off along the route. 
Candace Coleman, a community development 
organizer for youth at Access Living, relies on Pace 
to get to work and says she’s often late. “I get frus-
trated because they’re rarely, if ever, on time. I’ve 
heard people who take Pace paratransit say they’ve 
lost jobs in the past because of being late,“ she says.
Bess Williamson, an assistant professor of 
art history, theory and criticism at the School 
of the Art Institute of Chicago, says paratransit 
services are a way for cities to address accessibility 
without dramatically changing public transit 
infrastructure. “The law requires eventual public 
transit access, with paratransit to fill gaps where it 
is proven to be unfeasible,” she says.
That evening, I have a plan to meet some 
friends at a bar and watch the University of 
Michigan game. Instead of hailing a cab, I decide 
to take the “L.” Only 97 of the 145 stops are 
wheelchair accessible; fortunately, the one near the 
bar has an elevator from the platform to the street.
Unfortunately, the Sheridan Road stop near 
my home does not. I can either take a taxi to the 
Belmont stop, which is wheelchair accessible, and 
hop on the train from there, or I can just take a 
cab to my destination and forget taking the train 
altogether. I decide to skip the “L” and just take 
an accessible cab.
This time, the cabbie is more helpful. “I enjoy 
doing wheelchair calls,” says Michael Bullock, 
who’s driven a cab in Chicago for more than 20 
years. Bullock paid $260 for training to ensure that 
he and his cab were suitable for picking up people 
in wheelchairs.
“This isn’t a job one can do just for the 
money,” he says. “It would be nice if the city were 
to do something nice for the wheelchair drivers at 
no cost or offset the cost of the lease for the driver 
to participate in some form of classes.”
When I arrive, the bar is packed with screaming 
football fans. I push my way to the back of the bar 
and share a pitcher of beer with my friends. Before 
long, I need to visit the restroom. So I make my 
way through the crowd and up the ramp to the 
accessible stall. I attempt to close the door, but no 
matter how hard I slam it, it won’t close. Who 
designed this bathroom?
“Just because something gets built does not 
necessarily mean it complies with the code,” says 
Christine Scully, an architect for LCM Architects. 
“There’s no central way that the Department of 
Justice or the Access Board goes through and 
imagine standing in the middle 
of the street with your eyes 
closed...that’s what it’s like 
for a wheelchair user.
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makes sure every building that gets built is 
meeting the ADA [requirements].”
I wheel back to the front of the bar, where 
the single-occupancy bathrooms are wheelchair 
accessible. Then, back at the table with my friends, 
I contemplate my choices for getting home at the 
end of the night.
Eric Lipp, executive director of Open Doors 
Organization, which works on accessibility issues, 
says Chicago has made significant progress on 
accessible transportation over the past decade, but 
offers a few suggestions.
“One of the more important issues with 
accessible transportation is not how can we 
subsidize it, but how can we make it more 
efficient,” he says. “We think there should be a 
public-private ownership. We believe we should 
take less of a burden on the taxpayers.”
I’ve spent the last 15 years of my life rolling 
through this world. And while I’ve learned to 
adapt, it’s still a struggle at times. 
Accessibility affects everyone and, as Reveca 
Torres, founder of Backbones, a nonprofit 
organization providing support for people with 
spinal cord injuries, puts it, “Accessibility is not for 
people with disabilities. It’s for everyone. It does not 
separate [us] as people; it brings us together.”
Pin
An old-fashioned form  
finds modern meaning
By nicole montalvo 
Photos By Braden nesin
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Danielle Holtz twirls in her flowing, green polka-dot dress and kitten heels. She purses 
her strikingly red lips into an “ooh face” and 
strikes various poses to accentuate her curvy 
figure while Braden Nesin snaps photos. “Sexy! 
Adorable!” yells fellow model Meg McGrath from 
the sidelines as the camera flashes.
This scene is becoming familiar around 
Chicago as a growing wave of pinup culture 
takes hold in the city. There are eight exclusive 
pinup studios in Chicago, along with at least five 
photography studios that offer pinup shoots and a 
handful of freelance pinup photographers. 
“It’s a way for women to be sexy without 
being too overtly sexy,” says Lori Sapio, owner 
of Revival Pinups studio in Logan Square. That’s 
not how anyone would have described pinups 
when they originated in the 1920s, however. These 
highly stylized, sexual pictures of glamorous-
looking women were designed to be “pinned 
up” anywhere. Some were advertisements 
for burlesque dancers; others were simply 
pornography. Models wore red lipstick, big 
curls and high-waisted, short skirts, and struck 
suggestive poses. That might sound conservative 
by today’s standards, but Bettie Page and other 
famous pinups were as controversial in their day 
as Miley Cyrus is now.
Rachel Shtier, who has written extensively 
about burlesque and the sex industry, says 
burlesque and pinup, which have always been 
closely related, were casualties of the feminist 
movement that began in the 1960s. The current 
third-wave feminism, which is in some ways a 
backlash against that earlier movement, facilitated 
the resurgence of burlesque and pinup culture. 
But the women who participate today have 
completely different motivations. “In the past, 
women who performed did it out of necessity,” 
Shtier says. “Now the people who do it are more 
[socioeconomically] diverse.”
The punk movement also contributed to the 
revival of pinup culture, according to Bettina 
May, pinup model, coach and burlesque dancer. 
A former model for SuicideGirls.com, a website 
dedicated to “punk rock pinups,” May noticed 
women at punk rock shows in the early 2000s 
with “Bettie Bangs,” named for pinup model 
Bettie Page who combined girl-next-door charm 
with wildly sexual outfits and poses. “The thing 
I love about pinup culture is it’s a style that is 
flattering for so many body types and lifestyles,” 
May says. 
Laura Wilson, aesthetic director for Windy 
City Pinup, believes posing for pinups boosts 
women’s self-esteem. Moreover, she says, 
the poses and outfits are pretty tame when 
compared with other displays of sexuality in 
contemporary culture. “It is about embracing 
your own body,”she says. “The ‘30s through the 
‘60s embraced a more hourglass-y, shapely figure. 
Certainly some women come in here and that’s 
just not their body type and that’s fine. We still 
give them beautiful shots and it’s still gorgeous. 
The idea is more embracing what you have.”
Bailey Wallace, a curvy, tattooed and pierced 
21-year-old creative writing student at Columbia 
College, paid $200 for a photo shoot at Chicago 
pinup studio Vavoom. She views pinup modeling 
as an encouragement for women of all sizes and 
ages. “It’s classy porn,” Wallace says. “The whole 
environment was very, ‘You’re beautiful no matter 
what size you are.’”
Still, Vavoom and some other pinup studios 
alter photographs, from correcting blemishes to 
adjusting body contours. Wallace says she agreed 
to have her photographs retouched. “It’s not ‘real,’ 
but it’s more real than the overly photoshopped 
girls in magazines,” she says. Other studios, 
including Windy City Pinup, won’t edit for body 
modification in photographs. Wilson says the 
studio has declined women’s requests to shrink 
their waist or make their breasts bigger. However, 
the studio does airbrush blemishes and enhance 
lighting. “We want it to be an artistic photograph 
Pin
“it is aBout emBraciNg your  
owN BoDy.” —Laura WiLson
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that is your ‘best self.’ It’s not you if you could cut 
and trim and get plastic surgery,” she says.
Windy City Pinup is venturing outside the 
conventional ideas of pinups to offer male pinup 
shoots, breastfeeding pinup shoots, and pinup 
family portraits. The studio also offers pregnancy 
and mother-child photo shoots. This reflects 
women’s desires to feel beautiful at all stages of 
life, Wilson says. Posing for a pinup helps them 
accomplish this because the standard of beauty 
in contemporary pinups is more diverse than in 
traditional modeling and media.
“It’s a taking-back-the-night type of thing,” 
Wilson says. “Pinup is [now] a way of taking 
something that was some other person’s idea and 
making it our own.”
“the whole eNviroNmeNt 
was very, ‘you’re Beautiful 
No matter what size you are.’”
            —BaiLEy WaLLacE 
SignS of the 
timeS
By erica herBert | Photos By
SignS of the 
timeS
During high school, Tyrue Jones flipped through the dictionary, scanning for the 
perfect graffiti tag name. He found what he was 
looking for halfway through the letter “S.” 
“’Slang’ is, in a sense, urban lingo for the 
English language,” he says, his eyes resting on a 
canvas mural reading “Love” in airy, overlapping 
bubble letters hanging in Gala Gallery in Chicago. 
“The way I looked at it, graffiti was the abstraction 
of the English language from a visual aspect.  
So I tied the two together.”
Growing up in Chicago in the late 1970s, 
Jones recalls being enchanted while watching 
train cars, covered with spray-painted names, 
flicker past during the opening segment of 
Welcome Back, Kotter. When he was in his teens,  
he began tagging train cars himself, using public 
transit as his moving gallery. It was his public 
expression, his way of making a statement in a 
city where he was otherwise anonymous.
Back in the 1970s, hip hop had four pillars: 
break dance, rap, disc jockey and graffiti. Graffiti 
functioned as the visual representation of the 
music behind the movement, displaying tag 
names in abstract letterforms and bright colors. 
For some graffiti pioneers, hip hop provided an 
alternative to joining a gang. That was the case for 
Gregory “Drastic One” Penrice, who grew up in 
the Austin neighborhood.
“I saw guys getting shot at; I saw guys going to 
jail. My mom got robbed a few times. The way I 
was raised, I didn’t think that was so great,” he says. 
As graffiti gains acceptance, what gets lost?
By erica herBert | Photos By mark wright
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says Akbar Abdullah, who moved from Chicago 
to New York, where he works as a musician and 
calls his fellow graffiti artists to create his CD 
covers. “We were all kids, but we didn’t know we 
would sort of build a family out of this culture.” 
The meaning of the word “graffiti” also 
evolved. Originally, it solely described one’s 
tag name, primarily painted on public transit 
vehicles. Today, “graffiti” encompasses a wide 
array of public artwork, including murals, 
political statements and characters, along with 
paintings in private galleries, such as Gala 
Gallery where Jones’ bright, elaborately painted 
work is displayed and sold.
This represents a huge change since the 
days when graffiti was associated with property 
defacement. “Even though I’m not doing trains 
anymore, I’m just as much a graffiti artist as I 
am a parent,” Jones says. “I have four kids, and 
you know, my kids are getting to that age where 
they’ll all be off in college and taking care of 
themselves, [but] I’m still Dad. I’m still deeply 
entrenched in graffiti art.” 
EmERGING ENTERPRISE
Galleries aren’t the only options for graffiti 
artists seeking to make a living at their craft. 
“They’re teaching classes,” Penrice says. “When 
you look at jobs online, searching for a future 
career, graffiti artist is one of them. That’s 
something totally new.”
Graffiti Zone, an afterschool drop-in program 
in Humboldt Park, promotes self-expression 
in a creative, safe environment. Students in 
the program have used spray paint on nine 
permissible walls in the city. “We love that form 
of artwork and connect to it in this neighborhood,” 
says Jody Cooley, founder of Graffiti Zone. “We 
want to continue doing this legally with the help 
of local officials. We want people to understand 
that it’s a form of artwork.”
But what does all this acceptable graffiti mean 
for the art form? Has the mainstream popularity 
of the once edgy, urban art form twisted the 
meaning behind graffiti? Do graffiti artist Mike 
Ming’s custom-designed Dell laptops, Fakeproject 
Corporation of America graffiti coloring books, 
and Nike Dunk Low Stash X Futura graffiti-
“So there was that, and there was hip hop. 
Everybody was going to parties and dancing.  
I was like, ‘This is what I wanna do.’”
Graffiti art has grown up along with its 
pioneers, now in their 40s and 50s, who have 
largely given up doing transit system “throw-ups” 
in favor of canvases and permissible walls. Their 
work has gained mainstream acceptance and even 
become lucrative, appearing on Louis Vuitton 
handbags and AriZona tea cans. 
EvolvING aRT foRm
Over the years, Chicago graffiti artists evolved 
a unique style, drawing inspiration from comic 
books and newspaper text. They also developed a 
sense of community. “It’s kind of like a fraternity,” 
chicago graffiti artists evolveD 
a uNique style aND DevelopeD 
a seNse of commuNity.
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the whole poiNt was to allow 
those oN the friNges to call 
atteNtioN to themselves.
imprinted kicks threaten graffiti’s connection to  
its hip hop roots?
“It’s like taking something and watering it 
down,” Abdullah says. “It takes away from the 
essence of it. It’s almost what they did to break 
dancing. You got the Pillsbury Dough Boy break 
dancing and it took away from the art form.”
Jones agrees, but is less concerned about the 
long-term implications of this popularization. 
“Graffiti has kind of become the one-night stand 
of the art world,” he says. “There’s going to 
be people who always love it and people who 
appreciate it, but for some people it’s just a quick 
screen saver or a picture they can take in front 
of with their friends. Like anything when it 
becomes popular, from pop art to rap to street art, 
sometimes it’s just in there for a moment.”
Susan Stewart, author of the essay “Ceci 
Tuera Cela: Graffiti as Crime and Art,” says 
the evolution of graffiti from renegade activity 
to accepted art form had to result in deep 
changes. “The appropriation of graffiti by the 
art establishment has meant the retention of 
the signature, but the mode of execution and 
reproduction, equally essential to the graffiti 
aesthetic, has been dropped,” she writes.  
“The point is to make graffiti a commodity.”
Abdullah is leery of allowing major 
corporations to mass-produce graffiti. “Graffiti 
is very antiestablishment, and that’s the spirit of 
graffiti,” he says. “And if that’s lost, graffiti isn’t 
the same anymore.” The whole point, he notes, 
was to allow those on the fringes to call attention 
to themselves, not to decorate walls or products 
for people who already have power and money.
“That’s what got me into this—the courage and 
the gutsy-ness,” Abdullah says. “It was a way of 
making yourself known. It was all about bringing 
attention to yourself, like ‘I’m somebody. Look at 
me. Here we are.’”
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P ost-it notes hang everywhere: on the lamp stand next to the bed, on the light blue walls, 
on the mirror in the bathroom. Some remind 
Paulina Pietras to do simple tasks like brush her 
teeth or walk the dog, while others read more as 
daily encouragements. She looks at the one on her 
fridge that reads “smile.” Yet that half-moon grin 
is so hard to force out these days. “It’s supposed 
to be positive affirmation or something like that,” she 
says of the reminder. “Maybe one day it will.” 
Is the Quarter Life Crisis real?
By lizzy Buczak
Nothing could even get Pietras, 24, out of bed 
some days. So she did what made sense at the 
time. As part of what she calls the “Google it and 
you shall be diagnosed generation,” she looked 
up her symptoms—uncertainty, confusion and 
anxiety—and came up with a diagnosis: Quarter 
Life Crisis. 
The term was coined in 1997 by Abby 
Wilner, co-author of QuarterLife Crisis and The 
Quarterlifer’s Companion, who upon graduation 
CON JURING
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moved back home with her parents, void of a 
life goal. QLC’s symptoms are abstract. They are 
mental and emotional: frustration, confusion, 
nostalgia, depression, and a general wish that 
things would go back to normal. Whatever normal 
really is. 
Lena Aburdene Derhally, a psychotherapist 
and mentor at the support group Quarter Life +10 
in Washington, D.C., believes this generation has 
expectations about post-college life that are not 
being met, such as starting a successful career and 
moving out of their parents’ homes. “When this 
doesn’t happen as easily as they like, they begin to 
suffer from anxiety and depression because of the 
perceived expectations they believe society has of 
them,” Aburdene says. 
But is QLC real, or have millenials been 
babied into thinking they’re suffering a crisis 
when they’re really just growing up? And does the 
fancy psychological name make us feel any better 
about the crappy situations we’re in?
Pietras was a go-getter in college, rushing from 
school to work to dance class to rehearsal, then 
home to do homework, sleep, wake up and do 
it all over again. After graduation, she chose to 
take a couple months off before finding a “big girl 
job.” Free time didn’t agree with her. “I had so 
many options, so many paths ahead of me, that 
I was anxious for the future, yet still stuck in the 
mindset of the past,” she says. She spent many 
evenings on the couch, calling her boyfriend, 
crying. “I didn’t have any drive. I felt suffocated.”  
This is what Barry Schwartz, professor of 
social theory and social action at Swarthmore 
College, calls “the paradox of choice.” 
Schwartz, who wrote a book by that title, 
says this generation has more options than 
past generations, which leads to “a collective 
uncertainty about making decisions and 
dissatisfaction when people do make them.” He 
sees this in his students, who are uncertain about 
what they want in their futures and delay big life 
decisions more than his previous students did.
“Nowadays, because of all the choices we 
have and people pursuing an education, the time 
it takes to become an adult is elongated,” agrees 
Nicole Rossi, assistant professor of psychology 
at Framingham State University. “I would say 
it’s more of a time of transition and exploration, 
before making more enduring choices, whether 
they be romantic relationships, or more career and 
goal-oriented.” 
A less-than-ideal job environment for twenty-
somethings may add to the current problem. 
“For many, college and early employment has 
come well below their expectations,” says Scott 
Langenecker, associate professor of psychiatry 
and psychology at the University of Illinois 
in Chicago and the director of the Cognitive 
Neuroscience Center. This, in turn, causes 
other problems. “They may have difficulty in 
keeping a job, obtaining a job, sustaining intimate 
relationships, stressors with family.” 
As difficult as times are now, our grandparents 
went through their fair share of hardships. Their 
options were far more limited, too. In the 1950s 
and 1960s, gender roles were stronger. Most 
women stayed home and raised children; most 
men were the family breadwinners. It wasn’t 
always easy, but it was simpler. 
“Among other things, stronger social norms 
and fewer options greatly limited what young 
adults in the past imagined for themselves,” 
Schwartz says. “One might view this as a case of 
‘poverty of imagination,’ but if so, it led to lives 
that may well have been more satisfying than the 
lives that current young adults now will live.
”Our parents’ generation broke a lot of these 
social norms, but women still battled the ‘glass 
Emergence
of an issue
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When Pietras googled “quarter life crisis,” she 
found numerous sites that turn the symptoms of 
QLC into something comical yet familiar. (“Sure, 
you were never a ‘white-picket fence’ person, 
but you thought you’d at least have SOME 
of your shit together by now.”) Reading and 
laughing through them, she realized that these 
‘symptoms’ were dead on. When she finally 
decided to see a therapist, she was diagnosed 
with anxiety attacks that stemmed from her 
worries about the future, or QLC. 
The label made her feel trapped. “I felt 
like there was no getting rid of this stigma 
that followed QLC, and many times, I would 
experience symptoms I didn’t have to begin with 
just because they were listed under QLC,”  
she recalls. 
Joshua Dyer, 23, a graduate of the University 
of Illinois, first encountered the idea of QLC while 
he was still in school and his girlfriend teased him 
about having many of the symptoms. Although he 
suffers from depression and anxiety, and admits 
to being uncertain about his future, he rejects the 
diagnosis. “I feel the term ‘quarter-life crisis’ is 
limiting and does not fully encompass the entirety 
of my emotional spectrum,” he says. 
Tomczyk agrees. “QLC is definitely discussed 
in the media, but I have not seen it named in 
a textbook. [Instead, there] are the proposed 
symptoms of QLC, [which] have been discussed 
since the birth of psychology,” she says. “The 
popularization of QLC is, merely, the labeling of 
symptoms of people in distress.” 
Rossi compares it to the midlife crisis, which 
is similarly lacking in empirical literature. “Young 
adults go through a transition period moving 
from school into work,” she says. “But I wouldn’t 
say it’s a crisis, and most people will be OK after a 
period of time.” 
That’s certainly true of Pietras, who recently 
landed a job teaching English at Lakeview High 
School in Chicago. “Going through this hardship 
in my life allowed me to learn about myself,” 
she says. “It wasn’t pleasant, but it made me a 
stronger person. Sometimes a ‘crisis’ is exactly 
what you need to get back on track.”
ceiling’ and fought for equal pay for equal work. 
Lifelong employment was less common but not 
unusual. A generally healthy economy and low 
unemployment allowed some flexibility without 
a loss of security. Today’s 20-somethings are the 
beneficiaries of the achievements of their parents’ 
generation. But rather than feeling liberated, 
millenials sometimes feel at a loss. “Things have 
changed quite a bit in this generation,” Rossi says. 
“A lot more women have educations and hold 
professional jobs, delaying their entrance into 
motherhood. There’s also a lot more choices as it 
applies to occupations as well. All this tends to 
complicate things and make it more difficult to 
stay on the ‘timeline,’ as our roles and choices are 
so all over the place,” Rossi says.
But not all 20-somethings with this conste-
llation of issues accept the diagnosis. Agnieszka 
Tomczyk, a student at The University of Illinois at 
Urbana Champaign majoring in psychology, says 
her stress and anxiety aren’t part of a crisis. They 
are part of growing up. “Life has never been easy. 
Not for our parents, not for us,” she says.
The Pros 
& Cons of 
labels
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in the u.s. ages 15 
and older use  
a cane, crutches 
or walker
97 out of the 145 
cta “l” stops 
are wheelchair 
accessible
all cta buses 
and trains have 
spaces for 
wheelchairs
Pace paratransit 
service costs $3  
per ride
taP (taxi access 
Program) pays 
the first $13.50 
of a cab ride 
in chicago for 
people with 
disabilities
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Medical marijuana offers new 
hope for Illinois patients
By christoPher svymBersky 
Photos By mark wright
anne Daley,  23, who uses medical 
marijuana to allay the side effects 
of radiation treatments
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Large, black punching bags hang silently in a   small gym in the River North neighborhood 
of Chicago. And while it’s late to be at the gym at 
9 p.m. on a Wednesday, a short, blonde, 23-year-
old girl is swiftly laying left and right hooks 
into a bag. Anne Daley, a mixed martial arts 
fighter, boxer and bodybuilder has won 21 boxing 
matches and five MMA fights. It’s easy to see that 
Daley takes her sport seriously by her well-toned 
physique and a black eye, which she seems to 
wear as a badge of honor.
Daley is fighting for more than sport, however. 
Her other battle is against Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
a cancer of the lymph nodes, which she has had 
since she was nine. Every six months, she endures 
grueling radiation treatments that leave her 
nauseated for months. “I’ve actually thrown up to 
the point where I’ve had to have surgery on my 
back teeth,” she says.
She’ll soon have a new ally in this battle, 
however: legal access to medical marijuana, which 
will help alleviate the side effects of her radiation 
treatments. Thanks to Illinois’ new Compassionate 
Use of Medical Cannabis Pilot Program Act, which 
goes into effect January 1, 2014, qualifying Illinois 
patients with an ID card issued by the Department 
of Health will be able to purchase 2.5 ounces of 
cannabis every 14 days.
Daley discovered the benefits of medical 
marijuana before she could legally obtain it. 
However, it wasn’t easy for her to take an illegal 
drug. “Up until I started using it, I was so against 
marijuana that I used to freak out on my roommate 
for smoking,” she says. But after reading about its 
potential to improve her life, and then experiencing 
the difference it made, her opinion shifted. “I think 
for medical use and anxiety and things like that, 
it’s one of the greatest drugs ever created,” she 
says. Now radiation-ridden mornings that used to 
include taking prescription drugs to alleviate her 
nausea and anxiety, which had unpleasent side-
effects of their own, are handled with just a puff or 
two of cannabis.
Dan Linn, executive director of the Illinois 
chapter of the National Organization for Reform 
of Marijuana Laws, has spent more than a 
decade fighting for people like Daley to get this 
treatment. As part of that effort, NORML and 
other organizations brought patients who needed 
medical marijuana to the state capitol to tell 
lawmakers their stories about their experiences 
with cannabis as medicine. “It was definitely 
tough on the patients that we were bringing to 
Springfield to help pass this,” Linn says.
One of those patients is Julie Falco, who 
suffers from multiple sclerosis. She says the side-
effects of the drugs her physician prescribed gave 
her migraines and flu-like symptoms. By contrast, 
marijuana relieved the symptoms of her disease 
without causing other ailments. So she agreed to 
talk to lawmakers, hoping they would understand. 
“I was completely frustrated,” says Falco.  
“I would go in there and tell my story and really 
just lay it on the line. This is life and death for me 
and for so many others.” The reception she got 
was disappointing. “I would have these legislators 
right in my face talking about the holes, or what 
they didn’t like about the law. For them to say in 
one sentence that they have compassion, but in the 
next to say ‘no,’ it was very disheartening. Really, 
you’re not that compassionate then.”
“Desensitizing the public and especially 
educating the lawmakers has been a big hurdle,” 
says Linn, who helped craft the pilot program act. 
“Initially, when I got involved, I didn’t think it was 
going to be as big of a problem as it is.”
Illinois’ pilot program is highly controlled. 
Patients must qualify under one of 30 conditions 
listed, including AIDS, multiple sclerosis and cancer, 
and be approved for treatment by a physician with 
whom they have a long-standing relationship.
David G. Ostrow, MD, vice president of 
research and outreach for the American Academy 
of Cannabinoid Medicine, notes that cannabis 
is harmless compared to other pharmaceuticals 
that patients like Daley and Falco are prescribed. 
“In the time since [the prohibition of marijuana], 
there’s been so much research on its safety,” he 
says. “There’s never been a death attributed to 
cannabis use, and its side effects are much less 
than those of most severe FDA-approved drugs.”
Cannabis’ chief side effect is the high that 
attracts recreational users. This is caused by 
tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC. “People who 
want relief of pain and so forth, if there’s a 
lot of THC in it, they’ll get uncomfortably 
euphoric,” says Ostrow. In response, growers 
are breeding strains with higher levels of other 
cannabinoids that are medically effective but 
less psychoactive.
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Critics remain concerned, however, about 
how cannabis will be regulated and what effect 
legalization will have on recreational use. “When 
you start referring to marijuana, which is a drug, 
as if it’s a medicine, it sends a mixed message to 
youth,” says Andy Duran, executive director of 
Linking Efforts Against Drugs (LEAD), a nonprofit 
drug awareness organization. “So there’s this 
medicine-versus-drug argument where youth 
perceive this now as being a medicine rather than 
a drug, thinking it can’t be that harmful, but we 
know that it’s one of the most addictive drugs that 
exists, and we know that it’s a gateway to much 
more significant drugs.”
Duran is concerned about the quantity of 
marijuana patients will be allowed to buy. “It 
actually makes 183 joints, coming out to a little 
more than 13 joints a day,” he says of the biweekly 
2.5-ounce limit. “The average pothead, for lack of a 
better term, needs about six to seven joints a day to 
stay high all day; this will give them double that.”
Chris Lindsey, legislative analyst for the 
Marijuana Policy Project, disagrees. “It’s just 
simply not the case,” he says. “It’s very likely 
the least addictive drug available. It’s not nearly 
as addictive as cigarettes, alcohol or cocaine.” 
Lindsey is confident that the pilot program will 
be successful despite its restrictions because 
doctors are able to prescribe the drug. But, he 
notes, there will be delays before patients have 
access to cannabis. “Nothing will happen on 
January one, I’m certain of that,” he says. First, the 
Department of Public Health will have to set up 
rules for ID certification, and the Department of 
Agriculture will create rules for cultivators. “And 
since you don’t get the ability to grow your own 
in Illinois, that’s a really negating factor,” Lindsey 
says. “Until you’ve got marijuana for sale, you’re 
not going to have a program that functions. We’re 
really into 2015 by the time anybody’s going 
to have marijuana on the shelves available for 
sale.” There eventually will be 60 state-regulated 
dispensaries in Illinois where patients can 
purchase medical marijuana, but until they’re 
up and running, medical marijuana won’t be 
available in Illinois. 
Illinois’ pilot program will expire on January 
1, 2018, after which the rules can be revised on 
the basis of the previous years’ experience. “It 
was sold as a pilot program, because if for some 
reason things don’t pan out the way we think they 
will, Illinois isn’t just sort of stuck with a program 
it doesn’t like,” Lindsey explains. During this 
four-year period, adjustments can be made. For 
example, the pilot program requires patients to be 
at least 18 years old. “That’s something that we’re 
looking to fix next year,” Linn says.
For her part, Daley is pleased to have access 
to legal medical marijuana and hopes the new law 
will improve the experience of countless patients 
undergoing radiation and other debilitating 
treatments. “As far as the states that have legalized 
it, I think it’s a good thing,” she says. “The states 
that haven’t, I think, are just fooling themselve into 
thinking they’re doing positive things. It is used for 
good as well as bad. Mostly good, though.”
“this is life aND Death for me aND for so maNy others.” —juLiE FaLco, Who has ms
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Diverse designs from local boutiques
By hiBa aBdillahi, Brittany deBaltz, audrey latimer & lizzy Buczak
Photos By macy freeman & ali stone
Far 
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Clyde’s RebiRth
Who: Merl Kinzie
WhaT: Convertible body chains, 
handmade brass necklaces and bracelets
WhERE: Market Supply Co., 1747  
S. Halsted St. and etsy.com/shop/clydesrebirth
WhEN: Since 2009
Why: Inspired by classic Americana 
culture, Kinzie’s goal is to mix vintage 
with contemporary. “I design for our 
modern culture,” Kinzie says. “I’m 
pulling from the past, but creating for 
that timeless quality. twenty years from 
now, I would like these pieces to be a 
representation of our era.” 
No MaNChes
Who: Miguel and Hector Cambray
WhaT: Culturally inspired T-shirts  
and sweatshirts
WhERE: 3231 S. Archer Ave. and 
nomanches.net
WhEN: Since 2009
Why: The two brothers use socially 
relevant tees to express themselves, their 
culture, and their perspective. “We look 
to address the experience of Latinos 
through different facets in our T-shirts 
from muses like Ritmo and Frida Kahlo,” 
Miguel Cambray says. “We strain to 
make sure that the imagery we put out is 
fashionable and meaningful.”
squasht by les
Who: Lesley Timpe
WhaT: Handmade hats, headbands, 
dresses, skirts and tops
WhERE: 2556 W. Chicago Ave. and 
squasht.com
WhEN: Since 2004
Why: Inspired by her time at Maestro 
Mateo design school in Spain, Timpe 
creates versatile clothing with a strong 
Euro-vibe. “A lot of my stuff you can 
wear to breakfast or you can change  
your shoes and rock it at a wedding,” 
Timpe says. “We go for a comfortable, 
ready- to-wear concept.”
Chicago is a melting pot of cultural influences. These designers bring the  world to the Windy City, no plane ticket required.
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No manches
By alexandra kukulka
Photos By mark wright
cake By elizaBeth noles
 Wedding Banned
is morE than your 
typicaL covEr 
Band
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“Holy shit, this is a sexy crowd,” he exclaims. 
“Ladies and gentleman, it’s time to do some 
country shit!” Soon the audience is getting a 
country dance lesson: left, left, right, right, hip 
thrust, hip thrust, mustache (index finger over 
upper lip), turn around. Then the band performs 
“Save a Horse (Ride a Cowboy)” by Big & Rich to 
go along with the dance.
“We encourage audience participation, and 
we bring the evening to a level that encourages 
people to just be stupid and have a good time and 
not take themselves too seriously, because when 
you look at Bruce in shorts and you look at the rest 
of us hip thrusting for hours, it’s hard to not want to 
join in that ridiculous fun,” says Manaconda.
The band plays songs from the ’80s and 
’90s because they’re familiar. “It’s all about 
the audience, what they want to hear,” says 
Spumonte. “We are playing stuff that everybody 
wants to hear. We tailor our shows and our 
entertainment to provide for everybody so 
everybody could be part of the party.”
“Amen, brother,” says Van Action, pounding 
his fist on his chest and raising it in the air.
“I quit,” says Winche’ll.
“Vinnie thought they were current songs,” 
explains Muffalotta.
“No one would show up if we played jazz,” 
Manaconda laughs.
Adding new songs is a process of trial and error. 
“One of the most painstaking processes in the band is 
trying to pick the right song,” says Spumonte. 
‘Painstaking’ is when you are dying from a 
disease, not picking a song for your cover band,” 
says Winche’ll.
meet the mayhem
a man in a long, Native-American feathered     headpiece hops across the stage, followed by a 
muscle man wearing leather short shorts, a cowboy, 
a construction worker and a policeman. They launch 
into “All the Small Things” by Blink-182, and the 
entire bar begins singing along.
This bizarre blend is nothing unusual for 
Wedding Banned, an ’80s and ’90s cover band 
performing at a Halloween party at Joe’s Bar in 
Chicago.“We were all absolute failures making 
our own original music. None of us could make 
a living; some of us were starving,” says bassist 
Bruce Winche’ll. “We said, ‘What we need to do is 
start the world’s greatest Wedding Banned.’”
Winche’ll and Ted Spumonte, the drummer, 
created the cover band in 2006. Within three months, 
the band had attracted a loyal audience. They landed 
a gig at the Cubby Bear that turned into a Thursday 
night tradition for the next seven months.
Seven years and a few band member changes 
later, the band is comprised of lead vocalist Mayor 
Manaconda, lead guitarist Vinne Van Action, 
keyboardist Alfredo Muffalotta, drummer Ted “The 
Gooch” Spumonte, and bassist Bruce Winche’ll. All 
five, who go exclusively by their stage names, are 
veterans of other cover bands, but together, they 
made it big. Wedding Banned plays 120 shows per 
year at festivals, bars, casinos, colleges, conventions 
and, yes, the occasional wedding.
Nothing they play is original, and that’s a 
selling point. “There has always been this thriving 
economy of musicians being paid to play people’s 
favorite songs,” says Jim Derogatis, co-host of 
“Sound Opinions” on Chicago Public Radio. “The 
thing that is interesting to me as a critic is when 
people do something more with it, something 
more artistic.”
That’s exactly what Wedding Banned, with 
their goofy costumes, skits and provocations, 
does. Manaconda pulls down his sunglasses  
and winks at a young woman in the front row.  
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“It’s a terminally ill process,” says Muffalotta.
The crowd cheers and Manaconda swings his 
hips and claps his hands as the band begins  
“Hey Ya!” by Outkast.
“Why you, why you, why you are we so in 
denial when we know we’re not happy here,” 
sings Manaconda. Then the band freezes in 
rock-star poses, with Winche’ll showing off his 
muscular thighs.
“Outside of the band, I like to lift weights, work 
on my legs a lot,” he says. “They are kind of my 
selling point. Without the legs, I have no career.”
Every band member has an outside job. 
Spumonte is a cat wrangler, Muffalotta is a 
part-time pasta maker, Van Action is a ninja and 
Manaconda is an avid jelly bean collector.
“Did any of you tell her your real jobs?”  
asks Winche’ll.
“No,” Muffalotta admits.
In fact, Winche’ll is a personal trainer, 
Spumonte works at PetSmart, Muffalotta is an 
Italian chef, Van Action is a hairdresser and 
Manaconda is a clothing buyer for Nordstom.
The band resumes singing “Hey Ya!” and the 
audience sings along, jumping to the beat and 
spilling drinks on the already sticky bar floor. 
Halfway through the song, the band segues into 
“Shout” by The Temptations. Manaconda urges 
the audience to move lower during the line “a 
little bit softer now” and higher during “a little bit 
louder now,” until they’ve finished the song.
The band’s name borrows from’80s and ’90s 
soap operas, which boosted ratings with wedding 
episodes. The spelling of “banned” is in honor of 
the cheesy cover bands of the late ’80s and ’90s that 
spelled their names in crazy ways, Spumonte says.
“I don’t know what he is saying,” Winche’ll 
interrupts. “The truth is, we can’t spell.”
The stunts and short skits between songs, such 
as marrying two random people or giving away 
a hotel room key to a pretty girl, come to them in 
various ways.
“Divine intervention usually,” says Muffalotta.
“It separates us from the other cover bands,” 
explains Van Action.
“A lot of it, it doesn’t look like we’ve planned 
it out, but we actually rehearsed it before hand,” 
Winche’ll admits. “The other half of it is just 
spontaneous. Somebody will do something silly 
and make one of us laugh, and we will kind of all 
pick up on it and it becomes part of the show.”
Sticking the ends of his fake mustache back 
down on the side of his mouth, Manaconda 
wipes the sweat from his brow, takes a breath 
and shouts, “Shot through the heart, and you’re 
to blame. Darlin’, you give love a bad name,” and 
the band launches into the next song.
“I want to know one thing: who is your favorite 
boy band?” Manaconda asks the audience. They 
reply with a chorus of “’NSYNC” and “Backstreet 
Boys,” so the band performs “I Want it That Way” 
by Backstreet Boys and “Tearin’ Up My Heart” by 
’NSYNC back to back, nearly drowned out by all the 
women singing along.
Though loyal fans follow Wedding Banned, 
they’re equally at home in new venues. “If we 
don’t have fans there, then we make them fans. 
Forcefully sometimes,” Muffalotta says.
Angelica Manzo, 27, has been a Wedding 
Banned fan for four years. “I love the ’90s music 
and that they bring in some new things too,” 
she says. “I like that it’s more than just songs, 
that they do a skit and add comedy in there, too. 
I think that’s what makes their show not just 
playing old songs.”
“We bring the fun,” Muffalotta says.
“Even the band fun. agrees,”  
Manaconda adds. 
“someBoDy will Do somethiNg silly 
aND make oNe of us laugh, aND we 
will kiND of all pick up oN it aND it 
Becomes part of the show.” 
—BrucE WinchE’LL
Campus Crushes
you smiled and talked to me once about Pokemon X because I was playing ... but I was too awkward to 
say much. I really like you and would love to cuddle 
and make out, but you seem way out of my league.—
girl on 1104 on the Columbia College Chicago 
Secret Admirer page.
You are too handsome for human eyes. You have 
a perfect body complexion, voice and personality. Be 
mine.—anonymous on the Roosevelt University 
Secret Admirer page.
Girl, I want you to strip me naked and make fun  
of me. Throw eggs at me and call me your bitch. Also, 
keep rockin that sexy grin, that shit turns me on. 
—anonymous on the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago Secret Admirer page.
College secret admirer pages have spread 
like wildfire across university campuses since 
March 2013, generating thousands of anonymous 
compliments and “likes.” What’s going on here? 
Echo sat down with the administrators of these 
pages at Columbia College, Roosevelt and SAIC, 
who prefer to remain anonymous, for insight  
into this trend.
I know you’re in a relationship, and you must 
get this a lot...you’re so fine!—anonymous on the 
Roosevelt Secret Admirer page. 
You are very pretty and seem nice. Are you single? 
Please say yes.—anonymous on the Columbia 
College Secret Admirer page. 
You always look pissed off and smirky. I don’t 
know if it turns me on or scares me. But I think it 
turns me on.—anonymous on the Columbia College 
Secret Admirer page. 
Columbia College’s Secret Admirer page was 
created April 11, 2013 after the administrator saw 
the success of the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign’s page. The SAIC Secret Admirer 
page was created “out of curiosity” because 
the administrator wanted to see how successful 
the site would be. Roosevelt joined the trend 
in October 2013 after seeing the success of the 
Columbia College page.
The SAIC administrator thinks students enjoy 
the anonymous posts for their entertainment 
value as much as their flattery. “You don’t ever 
know if anything is actually real or true, it could 
Local college admirer pages can be racy, 
but they’re never unkind
By alexandra kukulka | illustrations By sarah swenson
Digital DatiNg
all be made up,” the administrator says. “I think 
most people assume that most of the posts on the 
page are real and sincere, but I really don’t know 
if that is the case.”
Your velvet lips, your hazel eyes. / your silly laughs, 
your sweet goodbyes. / those butterflies, they never tell 
me any lies. / too bad we cant be, too bad you can’t see 
/ me staring at you, eyes blue as sea. / oh how I wish, to 
one day shake your tree.—crushed and committed on 
the SAIC Secret Admirer page.
I know you broke up with me. But if you’re out 
there, if you’re reading this ... I miss you. Come back to 
me. I’ve been without you far too long.—anonymous 
on the Roosevelt Secret Admirer page.
There may also be a practical angle. “I feel like 
it gives [the admirer] a chance to see the response 
that the other person is going to have and kind 
of gauge it from there because sometimes they 
will give hints as to who it is,” says the Roosevelt 
administrator. “If it’s received well, I feel like 
that gives them a little more confidence to move 
forward and talk to the person.”
Occasionally, phrases escape from the pages 
and take hold on campus. After someone wrote 
“eat dat butt” on the SAIC Secret Admirer page, 
the phrase became a mainstay in other student 
communication forums around the school.
Relationships, too, sometimes escape from the 
anonymity of the pages. All three administrators 
have received messages from people who met up 
with their admiree. But such success is difficult to 
track because most people tell their admirers to 
privately message their Facebook pages if they  
are interested.
I want your long hair wrapping around my waist. 
Come at me.—freshman boy on the SAIC Secret 
Admirer page.
They say dating is a numbers game... so can I get 
your number?—CCPA Boy on the Roosevelt Secret 
Admirer page.
You’re beautiful, sexy, funny, smart and talented. 
I think you fuckin Rock! I’d love to have a chance with 
you.—guy from class on the Columbia College 
Secret Admirer page. 
All three administrators ban posts that seem 
malicious. They also encourage others to message 
them if they find a negative or offensive post.
“Just to clarify again, we are not going to post 
anything that is obviously a hurtful message to 
someone else,” posted the Columbia College 
Secret Admirer page administrator on April 23, 
2013, less than a week after the page launched. 
“The point of this page is not to tell someone ‘fuck 
you.’ That being said, everyone has the right to 
express themselves and we don’t want to hinder 
that, but if you’re going to be immature or are 
trying to hash out some sort of beef on this page, 
just move on. Thanks!”
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 Get off it!
Taking an online relationship into the world
By hiBa aBdillahi | illustrations By sarah swenson
it started off as a prank. One day, Emily Lyle, 25, discovered that her roommate signed her up 
for JDate.com, the Jewish online dating website. 
Lyle, who was just completing her junior year at 
Columbia College Chicago, had no intentions of 
dating online, but she left her profile up. Soon she 
found herself looking around the site, chatting 
and connecting with people.
One day, she received a message from Dan 
Baker, 28. He was good-looking and his profile 
was appealing. They traded emails, then moved 
to Facebook. “There’s just something about a 
Facebook profile that makes a person feel more 
real,” Lyle says. A few weeks later, Baker asked 
Lyle out on a double date: the two of them and 
their two dogs. They met at a local dog park with 
Baker’s golden retriever, Lucy, and Lyle’s wheaten 
terrier, Layla. The dogs wanted nothing to do with 
each other; for Baker and Lyle, the meeting was 
exciting but a little awkward.
“The first date matters, but with online dating, 
it’s almost like more of a fact-finding mission than 
anything else,” says online dating coach Virginia 
Roberts. “You’ve got a certain impression of what 
a person is like based on their online profile, 
which often doesn’t showcase their true self all 
that well.”
Online dating isn’t new—think 1998’s You’ve 
Got Mail. But migrating a relationship from the 
abstract world of online communication to the 
reality of in-person dating can be complicated.
“If you hang in there for date two, you’ve not 
only gotten some of the awkward initial formalities 
out of the way, but you’ve started to relax into 
just noticing what the person is like on their own, 
without the attached profile,” Roberts says.
When he was a teenager in Oak Park, Graham 
Troyer-Joy, now 27, found it hard to meet other 
openly gay young people, so he joined online 
social websites like LiveJournal.com and XY. 
He began taking online dating more seriously 
in college, and met his then-boyfriend, Matt, on 
LiveJournal. They exchanged numbers and spent 
countless nights talking on the phone. But Troyer-
Joy was in Galesburg, Ill. and Matt was in New 
York, so their online relationship turned into a 
long-distance relationship.
Then Troyer-Joy decided to go to a protest in 
New York City. “I remember thinking, ‘Oh, Matt’s 
in New York City. Maybe I’ll see him when I’m 
there.’” They met at the protest. “At that point it 
was pretty mutual; we both wanted to spend time 
with each other,” Troyer-Joy says. 
For the next three years, the two saw each 
other as often as they could, but much of their 
communication remained online. Eventually, they 
moved in together. “I try to meet people offline 
as soon as they are comfortable,” Troyer-Joy says. 
“To get a sense of the kind of relationship you 
are going to have with the person, you need to 
meet in real life. If I am attracted to you, and your 
profile doesn’t have any giant red flags, I want to 
know how we will get along offline.”
Sometimes, finding people in common paves 
the way for a relationship to move offline. Sara 
Strand, 37, of Woodridge, Ill. was just coming 
out of a messy divorce when she joined Match.
com. When she and Jim* (not his real name) first 
started messaging, she was hesitant. But they soon 
discovered they had mutual friends, and that set 
her at ease. “I felt comfortable agreeing to meet 
him because he just seemed very normal and 
down-to-earth, more so than any of the guys I had 
exchanged messages with up until that point,” she 
says. They quickly moved to texting and then to 
phone calls before agreeing to meet in person.
Both parties aren’t always equally 
comfortable moving offline, however. “It’s 
often the case that the woman is intentionally 
drawing out the messaging in order to vet the 
guy and feel safe meeting him, whereas the guy 
is getting exasperated by how long it takes to 
wrangle her for a date,” Roberts says. “The main 
“we took it offliNe to get  
to kNow each other” 
 —Erin jonEs-avni
Digital DatiNg
thing is to try to meet up somewhere you’re  
both comfortable.” 
Roberts advocates getting offline quickly. 
“Ideally, the point of any online conversation 
like this is to schedule an in-person meet-up,” 
she says, suggesting that three online messages 
should suffice.
Sometimes even fewer are necessary. Shortly 
after Erin Jones, 34, then of Chicago, completed 
her online profile, she broke her wrist, limiting 
her ability to communicate online. When people 
contacted her, she mostly replied, “Broken arm, 
can’t type.”
“I write with my right hand, so I couldn’t 
really chat back and forth with anyone. So I said 
to myself, anyone who messages me, I will go out 
with them, maybe grab a cup of coffee as long as 
there are no red flags,” she says.
She noticed no red flags when Dani Avni, 32, 
contacted her. In response to her “broken arm” 
response, he asked, “Can you hold a beer with 
your other hand?” They agreed to meet.
Jones and Avni’s first date was something like 
an interview. They talked about long-term goals, 
whether they wanted to have kids, and where 
they pictured themselves living. It was quite a 
contrast from Jones’ previous dating experiences. 
“When I was in college, I just wanted to meet that 
fun person, and I was just figuring out who I was 
and what I wanted out of life for myself.  
So if someone had asked if I wanted kids or 
where I see myself in five years, I wouldn’t have 
a clue what to say,” she says. But this time, she 
did know what to say because she was looking to 
settle down. Within two days, they had planned 
a second date; within a month, they were in a 
serious relationship.
Erin Jones-Avni and Dani Avni are now 
married, live in Bethesda, Md. and have a baby. 
Looking back, Erin Jones-Avni says dating sites 
are great for meeting people but not for getting 
to know them. “We knew we didn’t want to beat 
around the bush, so we took it offline to get to 
know each other, rather than doing it online,”  
Erin Jones-Avni says. “All of the things I wanted 
to find in a partner, I knew right away because we 
took it to the offline level.”
Emily and Dan Baker are also married. “We 
moved offline pretty quickly, which I think helps 
if you are pretty serious about finding a partner 
on a dating website,” Emily Baker says. “It’s all 
about committing to it, and committing to taking a 
chance on the people.”
Graham is back to online dating, and is on 
OKCupid.com. He urges people not to be afraid to 
try finding a partner on an online dating site.
Four dates in, Strand is still seeing Jim, and 
she’s eager to see where the relationship goes.
All of them agree that online dating is great 
for meeting people, but not for finding out who 
they really are. “If you think you are really 
interested in someone, take it off of the dating 
site,” Emily Baker says. “You really don’t know 
someone until you meet them in real life.”
“you’ve got a certaiN 
impressioN of what a persoN 
is like BaseD oN their oNliNe 
profile, which ofteN DoesN’t 
showcase their true self” 
—onLinE dating coach 
virginia roBErts
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How to meet the love of your life in person
By lisa schulz | illustrations By sarah swenson
while keeping our online profile statuses  up-to-date, uploading photos we would 
never want our bosses to see, and conforming 
our “likes” to our public personalities, there 
is no doubt we’re missing out on the physical 
world—that cutie across the train aisle or in 
the laundromat. But how do we get our offline 
swagger back?
“A lot of people understand that online dating 
is unfulfilling, but they’re not able to articulate 
why,” says Lakshmi Rengarajan, founder of 
Me So Far, a Chicago-based, face-to-face event 
hosting company that encourages its participants 
to skip the small talk and delve into meaningful 
conversation. So how do you meet people 
without the help of the Internet? Echo has a few 
suggestions. Wink, wink.
SEaRch foR ThouGhTful coNvERSaTIoN
Rengarajan suggests attending events at which 
intelligent conversation is expected, such as 
Chicago Ideas Week, the Chicago Humanities 
Festival, and The Public Square. 
GET comfy WITh STRaNGERS
Cuddle Parties begin with a Welcome Circle to 
break the ice and establish boundaries, followed 
by opportunities to meet, chat and, yes, cuddle 
with a new friend. Deep conversations quickly 
create trust, according to Madelon Guinazzo, 
certified Cuddle Parties facilitator, who has seen 
several relationships bloom from the program.
Digital DatiNgFace Time
BE a SPoRT
Even if you’re a little rusty, join a sports league. 
Stef Safran, matchmaker and founder of Stef and 
the City, suggests Chicago Sports and Social or 
Sports Monster. You could also try singles’ sports 
groups. (They exist!)
fINd quIET TImES
Dive bars offer an intimate environment with 
small tables and whisper-close range. If you want 
to meet someone you didn’t arrive with, go out 
on a Wednesday or Thursday, when bars are less 
crowded, suggests Safran.
coNNEcT WITh coWoRkERS
The love of your life could be a friend of a  
co-worker in the next cubicle. Bela Gandhi, 
founder of Smart Dating Academy in Chicago, 
suggests inviting group dates to a local 
restaurant or team sports, like softball.
TRy SPEcIalIzEd SPEEd daTING
Take part in a speed date organized 
around a hobby like dancing, 
where you switch dance partners, 
suggests Cameron Gantt, founder of 
Insti(Gay)tor, a matchmaking service 
for LGBT singles. Or participate in a 
chef speed dating, where many potential 
candidates help bake a cake. 
GET ouT aNd do STuff
Meetup groups offer opportunities to meet 
people with similar interests, from bicycling to 
photography to knitting. Or volunteer with a 
group like Gay for Good, and meet other people 
committed to giving back.
ScouT aT WEddINGS
Although the hosts are taken, plenty of their 
friends are single, Gandhi says. So stick around 
for the reception to enjoy free food and a selection 
of well-dressed potential partners.
 PIckuP lINES fRom  
ThE PRoS
“find something you like about them, like 
‘you have beautiful eyes.’ if you’re shy, play 
it cool. say, ‘nice party,’ clink glasses and 
say ‘cheers!’” 
 —cameron Gantt, matchmaker
“‘can i flirt with you?’ it’s a transparent, 
honest approach, and you’ll know if they’re 
feeling you right away. no wasting time.” 
 —madelon Guinazzo, certified cuddle 
Party facilitator
“comment on the event or location, or 
ask a question about the activity, such as 
asking the score of a game. conversation 
should be like the volley of a tennis match, 
and you’re serving the ball in their court. 
even if you’re simply asked for the time, 
follow up with a serve, ‘do you have 
somewhere to be?’” 
 —Bela Gandhi, founder of Smart  
dating academy
RESouRcES
ChiCago huMaNities Festival 
a host of humanities festivals and events. 
chicagohumanities.org
ChiCago ideas Week 
an annual gathering for global thought 
leaders. chicagoideas.com
the PubliC squaRe 
a space for debate and dialogue of political, 
cultural and social justice. Prairie.org
Cuddle PaRties 
an educational and social organization. 
cuddleParty.com
ChiCago sPoRts aNd soCial Club 
a sports league and social event 
organization. chicagosocial.com
sPoRts MoNsteR 
a chicago-based adult sports 
organization. sportsmonster.net
gay FoR good 
a glBt volunteer environmental 
service and social justice organization. 
gayforgood.org
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Meanwhile ... Marshall Field sells the 
Chicago Sun-Times to Rupert Murdoch, 
sending legendary columnist Mike Royko 
across town to the Chicago Tribune (1984).
Meanwhile ... UIC researchers set an 
Internet speed record for transporting 6.8 
billion bits per second over long distances.
Meanwhile ... Prosecutors reveal their 
use of wiretapped phone calls in their 
investigation of former Gov. Rod Blagojevich.
1977–1984 The Chicago Sting soccer 
team played many of their home games 
at Wrigley, as well as Comiskey Park 
and Soldier Field. 
Oct. 14, 2003 NLCS Game 6 
between the Cubs and the Marlins. 
Unlucky fan Steve Bartman reached for 
a foul ball, and we’ll spare you the rest. 
Jan. 1, 2009 The first hockey 
game played at Wrigley. The Red 
Wings defeat the Blackhawks 6 to 4 
in the 2009 NHL Winter Classic.
of the most memorable and cringe-worthy 
moments in Chicago Cubs history, Wrigley Field turns  
100 years old just as the team prepares to give it a facelift.
Not many ballparks could survive the Great Depression 
and two World Wars, along with countless blizzards and 
political scandals. So while the rest of the city focuses on 
the ballpark’s birthday, Echo took a look at what happened 
outside, as well as inside, the North Side’s gem.
HOME TO SOME 
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Meanwhile ... State Street sees a large 
holiday crowd. Chicago consumers buy 
cameras, radios and projectors. 
april 23, 1914 The Chicago Whales, 
who would later merge with the Cubs, 
play the first major league game at 
Weeghman Park.
Dec. 17, 1933 The Chicago Bears 
win the first-ever NFL East vs. West 
Championship game over the New 
York Giants 23–21 at Wrigley Field.
Jan. 23 & 30, 1944 The Norge Ski 
Jump Club hosts its annual ski-jumping 
competition at Wrigley Field due to 
profit loss during the war.
Meanwhile ... Fifteen Northwestern 
freshmen are thrown into an icy Lake 
Michigan after a dispute with sophomores.
Meanwhile ... Three hundred Chicago 
theaters participate in “War Bond Free 
Movie Day.” Patrons who bought a war 
bond were admitted free.
Roberts Ehrgott, author of Mr. Wrigley’s Ball 
Club, on his first game at Wrigley Field… 
“[my grandmother would] take me to ladies’ Day.  
i was seven. [i remember] the green in the ivy, and 
the cubs’ white home uniforms and the blue caps. 
of course, the big hero at that point was ernie 
Banks. he was everyone’s idol. he carried the 
team on his shoulders.”
Pat Hughes, Cubs radio broadcaster since 1996, 
on the atmosphere… 
“even if we are out of the race, there are those moments 
that are just kind of frozen in time. it’s as if the past 
doesn’t matter, the future doesn’t matter, it’s just, ‘this 
moment is fun, the cubs are leading the cardinals, we 
don’t care where we are in the standings, let’s just win 
this game and have some fun.’”
Ed Hartig, writer for Vine Line (Cubs’ magazine) 
and lifelong fan, on his first game at  
Wrigley Field… 
“[it was] July of 1970 and i was five years old.  
i pressured my dad and he finally took me to 
a game. Wrigley Field seemed like it was so far 
away. it was a ladies’ Day, so there were about 
35,000 people. i still remember coming up the 
stairway behind home plate, coming up and 
seeing the scoreboard, just all the people and 
color and all the movement. my favorite player 
was Billy Williams. he hit a home run and a  
triple that day.” 
Al Yellon, managing editor of Bleed Cubbie 
Blue, on the atmosphere… 
“it’s the kind of atmosphere that’s hard to describe 
unless you’re there and you’ve seen it or felt it. 
There hasn’t been the winning to celebrate, [so] you 
have to find other things to enjoy about the game.” 
ExtRA InnIngs 
here’s what cubs experts have to say about their experiences at Wrigley Field. 
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 oFFTrack Indie stations offer a refreshing earfulBy megan caruso
unlESS yOu’rE cOnSTanTly combing through 
underground and new music sites, chances are 
your playlist is limited to today’s Top 40. These in-
dependent volunteer radio stations offer interesting 
alternatives to the Bieber/Gaga/Perry monotony.
chirp  
CHIRP radio is a project that gives listeners “surprise 
and variety,” says Shawn Campbell, 42, one of 
many volunteers on the board at CHIRP. “We have 
a commitment to local music and to music released 
independently,” Campbell says. “Some of it you’ll 
know, most of it you won’t.” The DJs are encouraged 
to think creatively about what they play. 
ChirpRadio.org
wnUr 89.3 FM 
WNUR 89.3 FM, or Chicago’s Sound Experiment, 
is made possible by Northwestern University 
students and volunteers. “We like to focus on 
artists who don’t currently have record deals 
and local bands not found in other places,” says 
publicity director Bridget Illing. The station 
changes DJs and genres every few hours,  
ranging from folk to electronic to hip-hop. 
WNUR.org
wlUw 88.7 FM 
WLUW 88.7 FM, or Chicago Sound Alliance, 
broadcasts overlooked tracks of every generation 
via Loyola University students. DJ Arvo Fingers 
hosts the Delirious Insomniac Freeform Radio 
Show on Mondays at midnight when he “uses 
his experience as a sleepless madman to wield 
surrealistic songs and sounds into a slithering 
swath.” Fingers airs audio books, interviews,  
and more for when those late nights drag on. 
TuneIn.com/radio/WLUW-887-s30828
dEEPDeBT
Total outstanding student  
loan debt in the U.S.
Private outstanding 
student loans
Student loan borrowers with  
unpaid student loans
Bill Gates’ net worth Canada’s PopulationBP stock market capitalization
Hourly increase in student loan  
debt in the U.S.
San Francisco Giants player  
Tim Linecum’s two-year contract
How bad is U.S. student loan debt? Some perspective
By hiBa aBDillahi & auDrey laTimer
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their hours in sweltering 
kitchens, satiating the appetites and high 
expectations of diners, Chicago chefs have 
access to every ingredient they need. But at 
home, what do they consider the essentials?
We checked in with executive chefs at some of 
the city’s popular restaurants to find out what 
they keep on hand because, hey, a chef’s gotta 
eat, too. 
sPEndIng Most oF
 FoodFixaTion  What Chicago chefs can’t live withoutBy laUren cOMitOr | phOtO By laUra DOnOvan
eggs
“You can make so many different 
things with eggs. That’s why the 
chef’s hat has 100 pleats in it; it 
represents the 100 ways chefs can cook 
an egg. [Just] add salt and pepper.” 
—William Harrison, 26, coalfire
Orange JUice
“Homestyle mixture, extra chunky 
pulp. As much pulp as there can be.” 
—craig Svozil, 27, Big Star
pasta
“I have to have it some time in my day.” 
—Tony Priolo, 43, Piccolo Sogno
ice creaM
“Something with chocolate and caramel 
and nuts and peanut butter. I love it.” 
—William Harrison, 26, coalfire
vinegar
“[They’re] just like anything else. 
You really get what you pay for.” 
—Travis Strickland, 31, chicago cut 
Steakhouse (The local—chicago)
spinach
“Sauté it really quickly. Just a drop of 
olive oil, some fresh lemon and salt 
and pepper.” 
—Joel nickson, 58, Wishbone
peanUt BUtter
“I like natural peanut butters. My 
favorite is MaraNatha’s crunchy 
peanut butter with sea salt.” 
—Paul Fehribach, 45, Big Jones
 dIVVYDiva How to dress for winter bicyclingBy megan caruso | illusTraTion ian Tormey
bad riding weather; there is bad riding gear,” says Aaron 
Romero of Trek Bicycles. He and Larry Rosinko of the Village Cycle Center 
provide the following guide to gear that will keep you warm, dry and 
rolling this winter season.
“THErE iS nO
Jackets Choose one with 
a breathable outer shell and 
a soft, fleece lining. The 
Gore-tex Active line of 
jackets will keep you warm 
and dry. They are lined with 
reflective material. “These 
jackets stretch and won’t 
tense up or irritate your skin 
the way a regular jacket or 
sweatshirt would,”  
says Rosinko. 
($200–400)
glOves “Fresh blood and 
old blood meet at the wrists 
and ankles,” says Romero. To 
keep your circulation flowing, 
choose a glove with extra-long 
wrist coverage so when your 
sleeves pull back, you’re covered. 
Castelli-Estremo gloves are 
treated with silicone for extra 
water-repellence. 
($90)
OvershOes Opt for 
booties that slip over pro-
cycling shoes or sneakers to 
keep your feet warm  
and dry while you’re 
pedaling through slush.  
For guaranteed protection, 
try Endure Road Overshoes. 
“I won’t wear them in 
weather over 30 degrees. 
They keep my feet that 
warm,” says Romero. 
($100)
pants A skin-tight pair 
lined with microfleece will 
repel snow and slush while 
eliminating perspiration. 
The Endura Urban pants fit 
like another layer of skin. 
“If you’re caught in a storm 
and end up wet, these 
pants will dry within an 
hour after you get inside,” 
says Romero. 
($60–100)
Bag “Slush and water and 
mud will fly off your back 
tire and straight up your 
back,” says Romero. Choose 
a waterproof backpack or 
messenger bag that won’t 
absorb water and grime. 
Chrome backpacks are 
guaranteed for life. 
($80–250)
echomagonline.com
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—both recently of 
drinking age—crouched in the wine aisle 
at Jewel, scrutinizing the bottom shelf for 
something cheap to go with our home-
cooked dinner of Rice-a-Roni, chicken and 
canned green beans. “I don’t think I like 
Merlot,” he said. “I don’t know either,”  
I replied. “Let’s get this one; it’s five bucks.” 
Red with self-consciousness, we made our 
way to the register. 
How to choose a better bottle
By monica carroW
My BOyFriEnd and i
Zakrzewski says Printer’s Row Wine Shop 
stocks unusual, good and affordable bottles. 
A small shop provides a bit of insurance that 
you’re getting a good product.
“Ask the sales associate what’s new and exciting,” 
says Driver-Speckan. In many shops, buyers taste 
all of the wines themselves, so they’ll know what 
they’re talking about. 
Driver-Speckan suggests looking to Italy for an 
inexpensive and good pinot noir, and to South 
Africa for a delicious syrah. If you’re looking for a 
nice boxed wine, however, stick to domestic wines. 
DrinknewDrinklOcal
DrinkBOlD DrinkFar
“Try to go for something a little adventurous,” 
says Driver-Speckan. She stays away from big 
brands from California and Australia in favor 
of inexpensive, quality wines. 
WInEWisDom
“My biggest pet peeve is when people come in 
here and leave empty-handed without asking a 
question,” says Marcus Zakrzewski, sales manager 
at Printer’s Row Wine Shop in Chicago’s South Loop.
We took Zakrzewski’s advice and consulted  
with him, Rachel Driver-Speckan, sommelier  
for City Winery, and Justin Rosier, an employee 
at Warehouse Liquors. Here are their tips for 
developing some wine sense while staying  
on a budget. 

 tRAnsItauThoriTy Public transit etiquetteBy auDrey laTimer 
illusTraTion By ian Tormey
WiTH a WHOPPing 1.7 million rides daily, cringe-worthy situations on the CTA are inevitable.  
Echo’s “L” etiquette columnist offers advice to help riders cope with their crappy experiences.  
(Note: The situations are real, though the letters are not.) 
dEAR AudREY,
On my way to work, a woman sat next to me and 
took out a pair of nail clippers. Before I knew 
it, fingernails were flying all around her. They 
landed on the seat, in the aisle — some even 
landed on me! I had no idea what to do or say. 
Actually, I still don’t. Help!
dEAR AudREY, 
The strangest thing happened to me last week. 
I was reading a magazine when the lady next to 
me dozed off. When her stop was announced, 
her head shot up, she jumped to her feet and 
she took the magazine right out of my hands! 
“This is mine,” she said and dashed to the 
door. All I want is to finish my precious Justin 
Timberlake article!
dEAR AudREY,
The other day, I was getting off of the train when I 
felt someone grab my bag and pinch the other side 
of my waist. I whipped around and saw an elderly 
man. “Just seeing if you were ticklish ma’am,” he 
said before winking and walking away. How can  
I make sure I am never touched again? 
dEAR CREEPEd out,
Copping a feel on the CTA isn’t unusual. Always 
be aware of your surroundings and have a bag 
that zips. A kickboxing class never hurt anyone, 
either. If you ever see this gentleman again, go 
give him a tickle and see how he likes it…then 
again, better not. 
dEAR AstonIsHEd, 
This is a classic case of a sneaky snoozer. You 
think all they want is a place to rest their tired 
head and they end up stealing a glossy right out 
of your hands. Chances are you’re never going to 
see the mag-napper again. In the future, hang on 
tight to your belongings. A good old-fashioned 
tug-of-war may ensue, but I assure you the CTA 
has seen stranger things. 
dEAR dIsgustEd,
First of all, ew! There’s a time and a place for nail 
clipping and that was not it. An easy solution 
to this fingernail fiasco would be to get out of 
the line of fire. If she is rude enough to send her 
nails sailing, you can move down three seats...or 
cars. But, if you’re feeling really bold, grab those 
nail clippers and run. The next passenger in her 
vicinity will thank you. 
For more strange-but-true tales of public transit, check out the 
Crazy Commuting tales at www.chicagonow.com/cta-tattler
Disgusted on Damen 
Astonished at Ashland
Creeped out at Clybourn 
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 HoMEBounD Is there anything to go out for anymore?By BriTTany DeBalTz
rOOSEvElT’S all-in-OnE
FOOD Grocery delivery services like Peapod 
and Instacart deliver to your door. Food-delivery 
services like GrubHub and Seamless bring 
prepared meals from local restaurants.
health Some doctors and nurses still make house 
calls, and many pharmacies will deliver prescriptions. 
Fitness Purchase or stream workout videos 
like P90X and Insanity, or get into yoga. 
lOve Online dating sites range from the general, 
like eHarmony and Match.com, to the specific, 
like ChristianMingle.com. 
eDUcatiOn Pursue a degree through online 
schools like the University of Phoenix or Kaplan 
University. Purchase or rent digital textbooks for 
your computer or tablet.
vertical campus got us thinking, what if we could wake up, go to work,  
stay fit and earn a degree without ever leaving our homes? With the explosion of online services and  
79 percent of Americans having access to the Internet, our lives can be more carefree and laid back 
than ever imagined. Since technology is now bringing common life necessities to us, our time can be 
either standstill or eventful. Here’s how:
echomagonline.com
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 ALL’sFare Catch a cab or share a ride? Here’s how to chooseBy megan caruso & naTasha hemley | illusTraTion By aDam glaB 
like Uber, Lyft and Sidecar are competing with taxis for customers in Chicago. 
And with 8.3 million people living in the six-county Chicago metropolitan area, they have a lot of customers 
to compete for. When you pay your fare, it doesn’t all go to the hands on that wheel. Should you be tempted 
by the fuzzy pink mustache? Here are a few things to consider. 
ridE-SHaring SErvicES
PRos
You’ll meet entrepreneurial people from  
around the city. 
You can choose how much to pay (it’s 
donation based). 
You’ll be part of a trend.
PRos
You’ll meet interesting people from around  
the world. 
You can flag one down the minute you need it. 
Your fare supports first-generation immigrants 
as well as city infrastructure.
Cons
Drivers don’t tend to be Chicago’s finest. 
Cabs tend to concentrate in the Loop. 
It’s difficult to file complaints against  
careless drivers.
Cons
You have to plan ahead. 
You must have a smartphone to hail a ride. 
Drivers aren’t required to serve all 
neighborhoods.
Hail, yeaH!
lyFt 
a rideshare service that connects you to drivers via the mobile app. 80 percent of your donation goes to the driver. App: Lyft 
UBer 
hail a rideshare, cab or limo with the help of your smartphone. rate based on distance. App: uber 
siDecar 
ridesharing app that helps you connect with drivers. Donation based. App: sidecar Ride
 LoVE, mom Is that your conscience talking…or your mother?By monica carroW
right all along about sending thank-you notes. They go a long way toward making  
people feel their efforts are appreciated. Echo asked Chicago 20-somethings to share their once 
annoying, now appreciated “momisms.”
My MOM WaS
“I can’t fall asleep at all if 
 I have a soda with dinner.” 
Alaina Selvaggio, 22
“One night I was out and went to the bathroom 
with my friend, and she said, ‘Why aren’t you 
sitting?’ I thought, ‘Ew, who doesn’t squat?’” 
Tess Collins, 21
“Sometimes it’s like, oh, I don’t need 
to eat or sleep, and then I’m like, wait, 
that’s a really bad choice.” 
Jamie Corliss, 21
“Now [that I] live in Chicago, 
I always have an extra sweater.” 
Emily Loar, 22
“Now that I’m making my own money, 
I definitely know that’s true.” 
Joseph LAChance, 22
“It basically means if you don’t speak up, 
you won’t get what you want.” 
Kameron Johnson, 22
“It makes it true.” 
Maria Selvaggio, 27
echomagonline.com
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 RAdraces Who knew that a Greek messenger from 490BC  would have such an influence on fitness trends?
By chrisTopher svymBersky
Pheidippides’ run from the battlefield of Marathon to Athens inspired an industry. 
Marathons and other road races evolved into a vast variety of fun runs and challenges, from the 
traditional to the technicolor. Whether you’re a hardcore athlete, a care-free fun-runner or if you’re just 
looking for a way to stay in shape, Echo’s here to help you navigate to the right start line this race season.
THE STOry OF
arE yOu a 
HardcOrE 
runnEr?
PoLAR 
dAsH
tHE 
CoLoR 
Run
sPECtAtoR
gREAt  
BuLL Run
CHICAgo 
MARAtHon
WARRIoR 
dAsH
liTeral
Fire
sprinT
no
no
sorT oF
meTaphorical
FrosTBiTe
long 
DisTance
yes
no
yes
yesyes
STarT
SPrinT Or 
lOng diSTancE?
MEaning, 
iT STarTS Fun, 
BuT EndS 
gruEling?
FirE Or 
FrOSTBiTE?
liTEral Or 
METaPHOrical?
Jack FrOST’S gOT 
nOTHing On ME
FrOM 
raging BullS
i WaS a FirE 
dancEr in a  
PaST liFE
arE yOu a 
Fun runnEr?
dO yOu likE 
TO dOdgE THE 
ElEMEnTS?
obstacles of jumping 
logs, hay bales and 
barbed wire lead to  
the ultimate trophy:  
the warrior helmet.
JunE 15, 2014
channahon, il 
warriordash.com
Test your threshold for 
cold, then enjoy a  
hot cocoa finish.
JAnuARY 11, 2014
chicago, il
chicagopolardash.org
There’s no pressure in 
this un-timed race.Just 
wear white at the start 
and get doused in colorful 
powder as you run!
JunE 8, 2014
chicago, il
thecolorrun.com
choose your race 
but stay on the 
sidelines, shouting 
support.
Take part in the waiver-
ready spanish tradition 
of running with the 
Bulls, complete with  
a tomato fight.
JuLY 12, 2014
hawthorne race course
cicero, il
thegreatbullrun.com
keep it old school and 
run 26.2 miles like 
pheidippides in one  
of the city’s largest  
road races.
oCtoBER 12, 2014
chicago, il
chicagomarathon.com

 don’t gEt 
 Too precious
A Q&A with Kwame Dawes
By markey koga | leTTering By aly DoDDs
FOOTSTEPS ricOcHETEd OFF the marble floors and 
walnut walls of the Wyndham Blake Hotel as I anticipated the 
arrival of Kwame Dawes, prolific poet and author of fiction, 
nonfiction, drama and criticism. “He’s probably writing a novel 
up there,” joked Matthew Shenoda, poet and professor in the 
Department of Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago. 
It’s not much of a joke. Dawes is the author or editor of more 
than three dozen books of poetry, fiction and nonfiction, and 
the recipient of numerous awards. He’s also an authority on the 
subject of reggae, which he credits with defining the aesthetic of 
his work. Born in Ghana and raised in Jamaica, Dawes is now a 
professor of English at the University of Nebraska.
echO How has the reggae aesthetic affected you?
kwaMe We [poets] talk about the music of the work, 
the rhythm of the thing and so forth; for me that is core to 
what I do as a writer. I wouldn’t say that I found my roots, 
but a rooting, an aesthetic base for my work, through the 
reggae aesthetic. It’s able to embrace the complex range of 
influences from metaphysical poets of the 17th century to 
Rasta drumming that I learned as a child. In other words, 
I’ve found a way to filter that through the basic framework 
of reggae.
e Much of your work seems to connect to the body. 
k The impulse to write is sometimes physical, as if 
something is stirring in me. The hunger or the ache that 
pulls me to want to write something is physiological. 
Something in my body chemistry is satisfied by the act of 
writing. And I don’t think it’s mysterious; it makes sense. 
e Can you tell me about your writing process?
k It’s genre specific, you know. Poetry is a little bit 
different, because I make a decision that I’m going to make 
poems or I feel that I’m moved to make a poem. With 
fiction I have to find a stretch of time to generate the work 
I’m going to do. It’s more calculated and planned, there’s 
a structure that I’m writing into. And the same thing with 
nonfiction; usually that is driven by a thematic prompt or 
focus. When I start to write, I quickly do a first draft and 
then put it away so I can come back to work on it later. 
Typically, if the draft is not finished, I discard the effort.  
I don’t know what I have as a poem until I finish a draft.  
But it could be a month, it could be a day, it could be a  
year before it’s actually completed.
e Where do you look to find inspiration? 
k I’ve never questioned whether I have something to 
write about, I just don’t think there’s any limit to what 
is available. So I collect stuff, every day, every minute, 
typically not knowing what I’m going to write. But when 
I sit down [to write], all of that stuff emerges. I haven’t 
reached a stage where I’ve had to look for anything. I mean, 
the world is too interesting. I mean, I feel I’m a slacker!
e Whuu...
k Oh yea, I feel there’s so much to be done and I’m  
just not doing enough.
e Well I’ll send you over some of my homework then!
k [Laughing] That’s right, but I’m not being cute about it.  
I sincerely believe that. I just think there are so many stories 
to tell, so many works to do, so many poems to write that 
I see every day, bombarding me. I just don’t have enough 
time. I wish I had the skill to do it justice. So I don’t know 
why people say they are waiting for inspiration; I don’t 
understand that. [Laughs] I really, really don’t. 
e What advice would you give to young, aspiring artists  
to expand the boundaries of their work?
k What I tell writers is to become genuinely moved and 
taken by writing. Because when you find the path, and 
understand it through the pleasure of that engagement, the 
better you are at creating those paths for others to read. But 
it also gives you ideas for form and craft that are important. 
Another piece of advice is, don’t get too precious about the 
work. It’s work in the sense that it is craft. It’s the hammer, 
the nail, the carpentry. It’s as basic as that. If [your craft] 
can become your vocation, the inspiration part will come. 
It’s rare that you go to a carpenter and say, “I need a table,” 
and the carpenter says, “Well, I don’t know, I don’t feel 
inspired to make your table.” [Laughing] What would you 
do? You’d fire the carpenter. I mean you’re paying the man, 
just build me a table and be done with it. So does that mean 
that the carpenter is not creating art? No, the carpenter 
knows that they’re creating something artistic, but they’re 
not precious about it. They know that their craft is what 
drives them. When they have the craft mastered, the 
brilliance of ideas has a space to take shape. You may  
think to do magnificent things, but that’s all in your head.
e It’s all a little more simple than we think, isn’t it?
k It always is; that’s the truth.
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 MosHTips How to survive a spring music festivalBy lisa schulz
WHEn druMSTickS claSH against snares 
at breakneck speed and guitar riffs snarl in 
harmony, rock show attendees gather around  
a gaping circle in the crowd, like a boxing ring. 
Sly smiles erupt from those who take the center. 
Some remove their shirts, preparing to propel 
their bodies with music-driven energy.
“Moshpits are an outlet of frustration and 
excitement, with a fine line between the two,” says 
Kevin Lyman, curator of the Vans Warped Tour, 
Rockstar Mayhem Festival and Taste of Chaos tour.
“It’s that community spirit, that tribalism that 
goes along with music, and all of a sudden being 
in a moshpit makes you part of the tribe with 
bands,” Lyman says. 
Echo has tips to get the most out of your live-music 
experience this season, whether you’re all about 
bloody noses and violent circle collisions at rock 
shows, or you need to know how to avoid them.
1. get in, Or stay OUt  
Bands feed off the energy of moshpits. If you’re 
going in, be quick on your toes. If you’re not, stay 
back to avoid getting pushed in. Joe Ambrose, 
author of Moshpit Culture, says spots nearest to the 
bar or in the back are best for avoiding pits. Lyman 
organized Warped Tour during daylight to prevent 
fights. “When you see the violence in clubs, 
sometimes it’s by a very small group of people in 
the cover of darkness. You bring them out in the 
sunlight, they can’t be assholes,” he says.
2. MOsh Or slaM, DOn’t Flail  
Executing moves that require flailing arms, such 
as the lawnmower, is just asking for bloody noses. 
“That’s people trying to hurt people,” Lyman 
says. “I don’t think moshing was ever meant to 
hurt people.”
3. FOrget the accessOries  
Mouthguards are an acceptable precaution, Lyman 
says, but leave your best clothes at home. Don’t 
wear sunglasses or flip-flops in the pit. Instead, 
rock steel-toed boots for lengthy mosh sessions.
4. preparatiOn  
While hydration and taking breaks during mosh 
sessions are mandatory for survival, increasing 
endurance is just as helpful.“The better physical 
shape you’re in, the more you’re going to enjoy 
yourself in the moshpit,” Ambrose says.  
“You’ll meet other people that are in good  
shape, and it’s nice to dance with them, like  
any other kind of dancing.”
5. leave nO MOsher BehinD  
Rowdy behavior has an unspoken etiquette.  
If someone’s on the ground, pick him or her up. 
Be willing to help people and be on the lookout 
for troublemakers.
“Generally moshpits are not deliberately nasty,” 
Ambrose says. “They’re very kind and very caring, 
nice places to be, but still, you can get hurt.”
echomagonline.com
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 goodgoing Philanthropic trips abroad for studentsBy erica herBerT
“iF yOu WanT to travel, why not help out while doing it?” asks Alan Hoyt, manager of the 
Student Travel Association in Chicago’s South Loop. Echo sought out spring break, summer 
and post-graduation volunteer opportunities abroad where you can put your skills and 
interests to work. Costs include everything except for airline travel.
TeacH cHildren in  
SouTH africa
Assist teachers and students, ages 2 to 6,  
and participate in community projects, such as  
building and painting community buildings. 
Evenings are free for exploration. Stays can be 
one to eight weeks.
“Capetown is a beautiful place to be, so not only are 
you there, helping and giving back, but you’re in an 
awesome place.”  
 —alan Hoyt
volunTeer wiTH Sea  
TurTleS in TorTuguero
Spend 15 days studying nesting turtles and 
assisting researchers with data collection.
“You get to be by the beach and work with the 
turtles. It’s not something you could really do 
anywhere else. Plus, everyone wants to go to Costa Rica.” 
 —alan Hoyt, Student Travel association
orpHanage and communiTy 
developmenT QueST
Stay in the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains 
for a week or more, teaching English and playing 
with orphans in need of attention. 
“Volunteering in Romania is unique because the 
volunteer site is essentially its own community. 
Volunteers experience complete immersion in a 
supportive environment and see hands-on how the 
community functions.” 
 —Jinexa rivera, program  
coordinator for 
united Planet
 peru HealTHcare QueSTS
Work with the elderly, youth and people with 
psychiatric impairments. All options require 
medical and Spanish knowledge, from beginner 
to advanced. Minimum stay is four weeks.
“These programs are great for pre-med students 
and students interested in the medical field. It 
is very eye-opening to be exposed to healthcare 
systems in different countries around the world, 
and can help students focus their career goals 
and interests.” 
 —andrea Shapiro, marketing supervisor for 
united Planet
Cost: $2915 FOR FOUR WEEKS
Organization:  UNITED PLANET
 gYMslump
it’s FUll OF scary 
BODy BUilDers 
in thOngs anD 
MUscle shirts
are yOU  
selF-cOnsciOUs?
UM, really?
seriOUsly?
JUst kiDDing
FOr real?
what’s the 
OBstacle then?
DO yOU JUst 
hate winter?
i’M rUnning 
OUt OF iDeas
at least  
yOU’re rUnning
it’s a place FOr  
seXy peOple, nOt Me
yes
yes
yes
tiMe
clOthes
yOU’re 
hOpeless
yes
nO
nO
nO
nO
nO
i lack MOtivatiOn
DO yOU 
prOcrastinate?
i’M sOrry, the what?
KEEP A WoRKout 
PLAnnER. studIEs 
sHoW tHosE 
WHo PLAn AHEAd 
ExERCIsE tWICE As 
MuCH PER WEEK  
As PEoPLE WHo 
don’t PLAn. 
douBLE uP on tHE 
LAtEst FAsHIon  
FAd WHILE You  
sWEAt. PoWER- 
WALK ARound 
A MALL In tHE 
MoRnIngs.
studIEs sHoW 
BEgInnER ExERCIsERs 
oFtEn MIsusE 
MIRRoRs And PICK 
tHEMsELVEs APARt 
duRIng ExERCIsE,  
unLIKE gYM 
REguLARs.
LuCKY You. Hot 
YogA HAs FuLL-
BodY BEnEFIts, 
WARMs uP YouR 
MusCLEs And 
WoRKs uP A sWEAt 
FoR You.
WEAR YouR 
WoRKout gARB 
undER YouR WoRK 
AttIRE. tHEsE 
LAYERs WILL KEEP 
You WARM And sAVE 
You A tRIP HoME.
stARt HERE
What’s keeping you from winter workouts?
By lisa schulz
why DOn’t 
yOU gO tO 
the gyM?
THE dayS arE
i leave theM 
at hOMe
i have 
nO gyM 
clOthes
short and the nights are long, but if you’re not working out to get your weekly endorphins, 
chances are your season won’t work out well. So take a break from making excuses. Instead, take our 
quiz to identify your obstacles. Based on studies by Kathleen Martin Ginis, professor of kinesiology at 
McMaster University in chilly Canada, and advice from Nicole Gutierrez, an instructor at Ravenswood 
Fitness Center. Here are some tips to help you get off the couch.
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AnnA EVAns KAtHRYn MAtuszAK
ALYCEn doddsLIsA sCHuLz MEgAn CARuso JACoB BuCHHoLz HIBA ABdILLAHI
nICoLE MontALVoMARKEY KogA
ELIzABEtH noLEs AudREY LAtIMER MARK WRIgHt CHRIstoPHER sVYMBERsKY LAuREn CoMItoR
EAVAn WALLnERMonICA CARRoWERICA HERBERtnAtAsHA HEMLEYLIzzY BuCzAK
ALExAndRA KuKuLKA MELAnIE BRoWn BRIttAnY dEBALtz
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